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Kennedy-Grant 
and Weatherall on 
Construction Law
For lawyers, contractors, 
construction professionals 
and local authorities

Kennedy-Grant and Weatherall 
on Construction Law is a new 
online and digital subscription 
commentary publication, for 
practical use by contractors, 
construction professionals and 
lawyers, continuously updated to 
meet the needs of those dealing 
with this fast changing field of law. 

The content covers statutory 
controls, the impacts of tort and 
contract, construction contracts, 
subcontracts, supply contracts and 
dispute resolution.
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LexisNexis SmartOffice®, giving you back more time to do what matters most.
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Wi-fi in courts
Wi-fi services are now available in court-
rooms in the Supreme Court, the Court 
of Appeal, the Court of Appeal Hearing 
Centre in Auckland, and the Wellington 
and Auckland High Court buildings.

This Ministry of Justice supported service 
allows lawyers to use electronic devices 
for work purposes while on these court 
premises. The introduction of this service is 
designed to support the process of justice 
and is a demonstration of the ministry’s 
commitment to providing more modern 
court services, the ministry says.

Lawyers can access Wi-fi services using 
a password which may be obtained from 
court staff. This access is subject to terms 
of use which will be provided along with 
the password.

Te reo Māori use
Community Law is commending recent 
moves by the Ministry of Justice to sup-
port the use of te reo Māori in courtrooms.

The Ministry last month announced it 
had introduced training and resources 
to help its staff with their pronunciation 
and understanding of te reo Māori in the 
opening and closing of court sessions. This 
includes District Court, Justice of the Peace 
and Community Magistrate sessions.

Community Law Centre O Aotearoa Chief 
Executive Elizabeth Tennet says the use 
of te reo in court not only recognises its 
status as an official language in Aotearoa, 
but enables Māori to engage better in the 
process of justice. “As a group who often 
don’t know their legal rights, every oppor-
tunity should be made available to offer 
Māori access to justice.”

Offender levy
The $50 offender levy, imposed on all 
offenders at sentencing, generated more 
than $3.6 million in the 2014/15 financial 
year, Justice Minister Amy Adams says.

“Last year the levy funded over $2.5 mil-
lion in additional support and services for 
victims of sexual violence, including $1.7 
million for specialist sexual violence court 
victim advisors,” Ms Adams says.



We are currently in 
the initial stage of the 
2016 Queen’s Counsel 
appointment round 
– the stage where the 
Attorney-General has 
called for applications.

In just a few days’ time, on 14 March, applications 
will close, marking the beginning of the actual 
appointment process.

The rank of Queen’s Counsel, or King’s Counsel 
when a king sits on England’s throne, has played 
a long and significant role in the legal profession, 
dating back to 1597 when Sir Francis Bacon became 
the first Queen’s Counsel Extraordinary.

The rank recognises “the special relationship 
with the Crown for New Zealand’s pre-eminent 
law practitioners,” as the then Justice Minister 
Judith Collins said in 2012 following the passage 
of the Lawyers and Conveyancers Amendment Bill 
that restored Queen’s Counsel in New Zealand.

Although going back more than 400 years to 
Sir Francis Bacon’s appointment, King’s Counsel 
emerged into eminence only in the 1830s, when 
it became a formal recognition of a barrister as a 
senior member of the profession.

Throughout the history of silk in New Zealand 
it has marked out senior and pre-eminent mem-
bers of the profession, primarily barristers. The 
Governor-General also has discretion to appoint 
Queen’s Counsel in recognition of their extraordi-
nary contributions to the law in fields other than 
advocacy. These appointments, however, tend to 
be small in number.

As we did in our “From the Law Society” column 
at around this time last year and also in 2014, I 
would like to encourage women barristers to apply 
for appointment as Queen’s Counsel.

In a feature entitled Snapshot of the Profession, 
this issue of LawTalk details some statistics and 

information about the profession.
The figures show that there is a significant 

under-representation of women silk who are 
currently practising. Of the 101 practising Queen’s 
Counsel, just 17 are women. That is just under 17%.

This percentage compares with around 47% of 
women in the profession, while the percentage of 
women entering the profession has been in the 
low 60s since 2005.

To be eligible for silk, a lawyer needs to cite 
evidence of lead roles in major litigation in the 
application to become a QC which demonstrates 
that they are worthy of being recognised as leaders 
in the field of advocacy.

So if those of us responsible for briefing barris-
ters are not briefing women, we are not providing 
women with the opportunities to perform at the 
higher level necessary to take silk.

I want to be very clear that I am not saying: 
“don’t brief men”. What I am saying is that it is both 
to your advantage and your client’s advantage to 
think creatively and with a very open mind about 
the appropriate skill set, experience, abilities and 
other attributes that would best suit the brief.

As well as keeping women in mind when making 
that evaluation, I would like to see instructing solic-
itors also thinking about giving younger lawyers 
– including young men – and those from different 
cultures, similar opportunities also.

We know from research into unconscious bias 
that it is very easy to view those who are similar 
to ourselves as being the “best person for the job”. 
It requires a certain discipline or intellectual rigour 
to step out of that mould, but I am confident that 
lawyers have the ability to do this and hopefully 
make some excellent choices around those we brief.

CHRIS MOORE
New Zealand Law Society President

From the Law Society

Selecting pre-eminent advocates
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in Auckland and will sit in 
Manukau. Ms Jelas has pri-
marily practised as a trial 
prosecutor and appellate 
Crown Counsel in the field 
of criminal law. Her expe-
rience includes her role 
as Crown Counsel at the 
Crown Law Office where she 
undertook numerous criminal appeals before the 
Court of Appeal. Since 2000, Ms Jelas has also 
been a regular faculty member and demonstrator 
for the NZLS CLE’s Litigation Skills Programme 

and is a contributing author 
to the Law Society’s text An 
Introduction to Advocacy.

C h r i s t c h u rc h  l a w ye r 
Mark Zarifeh has been 
appointed Crown Solicitor 
for  Chr istchurch and 
Greymouth. The appoint-

ment follows Brent Stanaway’s retirement from 
the role on 30 October 2015 after 23 years’ ser-
vice. Mr Zarifeh is a partner of Raymond Donnelly 
& Co which has supported successive Crown 
Solicitors to deliver Crown prosecution services 
to Christchurch since 1914 and to Greymouth 
since 1984. Mr Zarifeh’s appointment will take 
effect on 31 March.

Our 
Profession
Our People

Wellington lawyer Tom 
Gilbert has been appointed 
an Acting District Court 
Judge with a jury warrant. 
Judge Gilbert will be sworn 
in on 15 April in Wellington 
and will sit in Christchurch. 
Mr Gilbert has been a 
partner and Senior Crown 

Counsel with the Wellington Crown Solicitor’s 
office, Luke Cunningham Clere, since 2006. He 
has undertaken and supervised serious Crown 
and regulatory prosecutions including homicide 
and sexual violence trials. He is the Convenor of 
the Mental Health Review Tribunal and a member 
of the Health Practitioners Disciplinary Tribunal. 
Mr Gilbert also acts as counsel in trials in the 
Court Martial of New Zealand.

Auckland lawyer June Jelas has been appointed 
an Acting District Court Judge with a jury war-
rant. Judge Jelas will be sworn in on 11 March 

Tom Gilbert

June Jelas

Mark Zarifeh

Contact me
Graham Rossiter
Palmerston North
(06) 354-3630 or 0274-575-300
gprossiter@xtra.co.nz 

Real Estate Agent 
Complaints

• I have, for the past 5 years, 
been the (now retired) Chair of 
a Real Estate Agents Authority 
Complaints Assessment 
Committee 

• I know and understand the 
Real Estate Agents Act 2008 
and how the Real Estate Agents 
Authority operates

• I am available to take 
instructions with respect 
to complaints under this 
legislation.    

Julia McCook-Weir has 
joined the Education Council 
as lead lawyer. Julia brings 
more than 20 years’ prac-
tice, working in family and 
criminal law and more 
recently in the Police legal 
team in Wellington.

Kensington Swan has pro-
moted Peter Fernando to 
senior associate. Peter is 
a member of the firm’s 
specialist national infor-
mation technology law 
team. Based in Wellington, 
Peter practises information 
technology and commercial 
contract law.

On the move

Paul Morten, barrister, has 
joined Harbour Chambers 
in Wellington. Paul is a civil 
litigator with over 30 years’ 
experience as an advocate. 
He practises in Wellington 
and in Auckland. Paul 
has a particular interest 
in commercial litigation; 

land law (including resource management) and 
commercial and residential property litigation; 
real estate law; employment law; defamation; 
and professional disciplinary issues (including in 
the areas of education, teaching, and chartered 
accountancy). He is a long time faculty member 
and Deputy Team Leader at NZLS CLE’s junior 
litigation skills course.

Pheroze Jagose has joined 
Thorndon Chambers. He 
was formerly a commer-
cial litigation partner at 
Chapman Tripp, where he 
had been for the previous 21 
years. Pheroze specialises 
in competition and trade 
practices, company and 

securities, employment (including defence of 
health and safety prosecutions), and public and 
administrative law.

Julia McCook-Weir

Peter Fernando

Paul Morten

Pheroze Jagose

Rosemary Dixon has joined 
Crown Law as Senior 
Crown Counsel in one 
of the public law teams 
in the Crown Legal Risk 
Group. Rosemary has a 
specialist resource man-
agement law background 
with an interest in policy (particularly freshwater 
and geothermal resources) and litigation. She 
joins Crown Law from a special counsel role at 
Contact Energy Ltd and before that was at Buddle 
Findlay. She is on the national committee of the 
Resource Management Law 
Association.

Adriana Pinnock has 
returned from Australia 
and now practises civil and 
criminal law from Access 
to Justice Chambers in 
Dunedin.

Rosemary Dixon

Adriana Pinnock
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A really 
wonderful space 
to be in

John Barker

Auckland lawyer John Barker finds that practising in 
the highly unusual specialty of food and beverage law 
“really gets me out of bed in the morning”.

“I get motivated by doing things that I’m very inter-
ested in and care about and certainly in New Zealand, 
if you look at the wine industry it is a great example 
of what’s happening,” he says.

“In New Zealand we have all of these amazing products 
being created out of our environments that have unique 
qualities and that are in demand around the world.

“It’s a really wonderful space to be in because there 
is so much innovation going on. It’s so important to 
the economy.

“And when you’re helping a client resolve a problem 
or get into a market or try and understand how to 
navigate particular obstacles, it’s extremely rewarding.

“It’s a very interesting area of the law.”

Long-standing interest
Looking at Mr Barker’s career, there seems a certain 
inevitability that he would become a food and bev-
erage lawyer – not because his father, Sir Ian Barker 
QC, encouraged any of his children to become lawyers, 
which he did not, but because of his long-standing 
interest in the wine and food industries.

After graduating from Auckland University with a 
BA LLB in 1992, he took a year away from the law and 
worked in the wine industry. All through university he 
had worked in wine shops and then later, when he did 
his OE, he also worked in the wine industry.

A year out from graduation, Mr Barker started working 
at Simpson Grierson doing banking and finance litiga-
tion, which he found both interesting and challenging.

After being at Simpson Grierson for a few years, 
“someone sent me a listing for a job in Melbourne, 
where one of the big firms over there, Freehills, was 
starting up a wine law practice, and I thought: ‘That 
looks like me’.

“So I applied for the job and got it and worked in 
Melbourne for a couple of years doing wine law for 
a range of clients – local Australian clients but also 

talking to Professor Warren Moran, the head of the university’s geog-
raphy department, who was running a Marsden Grant funded pro-
gramme looking at the wine industry and they needed someone to 
look at the regulatory side of things. Professor Moran asked Mr Barker 
if he was interested.

“I was ready to come back to New Zealand, so I took that up and 
had a really wonderful and interesting time doing my PhD wander-
ing around the country. We had a partnership with the University of 
Burgundy, so I studied over there for a while.”

Prize-winning thesis
His prize-winning doctoral thesis dealt with the international regu-
lation of the wine industry.

“And then when I finished that I had got married and thought it was 
about time to earn some money, so I went to the New Zealand Food 
Safety Authority (which was quite new at the time, but which has 
now been absorbed into Ministry of Primary Industries) to be their 

❝ It’s a really 
wonderful space 
to be in because 

there is so 
much innovation 

going on. It’s 
so important to 

the economy

international clients, including the 
French government, protecting their 
geographical indications.

“Geographical indications,” Mr Barker 
says, “is the defining wine law issue. It’s 
the place name of a wine as a form of 
intellectual property.

“It’s quite interesting because there’s 
legislation going though in New Zealand 
now to finally protect geographical 
indications, which has been a work in 
progress for many years.”

His move from Melbourne came fol-
lowing a conversation with Professor 
Mike Taggart, from Auckland University 
Law School. Professor Taggart had been 
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wine programme manager.
“After a couple of years with the government, there was an oppor-

tunity to work with an industry organisation so I worked for New 
Zealand Winegrowers for 10 years.

“That was a very interesting role because we were rolling out the 
Wine Act across the industry and it is basically the same model as 
the Food Act which has just been passed into law in New Zealand.”

There was also a significant international dimension to the role – 
representing New Zealand at the International Organisation Vine and 
Wine and other international groups, which was a “fascinating” part 
of the job.

After a decade at Winegrowers, Mr Barker found himself interested 
in going back into practice.

“I looked around and I thought food and beverage is really an important 
sector for New Zealand.” And so, around two years ago, he established 
John Barker Law in Auckland.

“I had always had in my mind, and partly this is something I was really 
interested in when I did my PhD, the idea that if you are traditionally 
practising law, typically you are working in legal categories, so you are 
working in tax or you are working in mergers and acquisitions or you 
are working in commercial contracts and things like that.

Client viewpoint
“I really liked the idea of flipping that around and looking at it from a 
client’s point of view and saying instead of specialising in an area of 
the law, specialising in an area of industry.

“I’d taught a course in wine law at Auckland University where that 
was the underlying theme, and I wanted to turn that into reality through 
my practice.

“I thought, well why not specialise in food and beverage.
“The industry was very keen, partly because it felt we needed some 

formal definitions and partly because they were concerned that geo-
graphical indications take a long time to register and then to protect 
in offshore markets. There was a concern that down the track that as 
the value of a brand like Marlborough continues to grow if you have 
geographical indications protection you are much better able to act 
than if it’s just an unprotected place name. Geographical indications 
protection has status under one of the WTO agreements.”

A bill is before Parliament right at the moment, Mr Barker notes. It 
will cover both New Zealand and foreign geographical indications. But 
it only applies to wine and spirits and not to other products. The idea 
is that it should come into force by the end of this year.

So that’s what Mr Barker is doing now – working with the wine 
industry for both New Zealand and international companies, and also 
doing a lot of other work for the beer industry and cheese makers and 
tech food makers.

“You name it, I’m covering all sorts of weird and wonderful things. 
It makes for a very interesting and diverse practice,” he says.

He has quite intentionally based his firm in Shortland Street.
“Because it was a bit of a different practice, you needed to anchor 

it soundly in the idea of being a lawyer. Obviously where you place 
yourself is important for that,” he says.

Mike Kitto and Katherine 
Binsted have joined the 
property team at Brown 
Partners. Mike is a con-
sultant with over 20 years’ 
experience working with 
firms both here and in the 
United Kingdom. Katherine 
has joined the firm after 

spending two years in London law firms. She 
practises property law, with a focus on commer-
cial property transactions and developments. 
Tony Cooke has joined the firm’s commer-
cial team after starting his legal career at a 
Christchurch law firm. Tony practises all aspects 
of corporate and commercial law.

Mike Kitto

Tony Cooke

Katherine Binsted

Paula Nicolaou Graeme Crombie

Paula Nicolaou has joined the partnership of 
Lane Neave. Paula is a member of the firm’s 
building and construction team and has expe-
rience in all front end aspects of construction 
projects including procurement, consultants’ 
agreements, construction contracts, novations, 
assignments, direct funding agreements and 
development agreements. Paula is based in Lane 
Neave’s Christchurch office. Graeme Crombie has 
also joined the partnership. Graeme is a corpo-
rate and commercial lawyer with a particular 
specialty in technology (including telecommu-
nications); advising on all types of technology 
contracts, licensing arrangements, websites, 
data protection and cyber-security issues, pri-
vacy policies and technology legislation. Graeme 
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Auckland University took silver at this year’s International Commercial Mediation 
Competition in Paris.

The team of law students narrowly lost the final of the contest to the University of 
New South Wales in a final problem involving an international sale of goods dispute.

The competition, run by the International Chamber of Commerce, requires students 
to resolve complex cross-border business disputes through mediation. This year, 65 
university teams from over 50 countries gathered in Paris to work with top inter-
national commercial mediators during 147 rigorous and fast-paced mock mediation 
sessions over six days.

Students were required to represent one party in each dispute, quickly developing 
a theory of the case, analysing the client’s core interests, objectives and alternatives 
(BATNA/WATNA), and then executing a realistic negotiation strategy in the media-
tion itself.

The Auckland Law School team of Michael Greenop, Honor Kerry, Ana Lenard and 
Andrew Yan Feng Lee, together with coach Nina Khouri, defeated teams from the 
United States, Germany, Brazil and India to qualify for the final rounds.

The team then beat New York’s Cornell University in a pro-athlete IT and sponsor-
ship dispute to advance to the semi-finals. They then defeated Melbourne’s Monash 
University in an international gemstone insurance dispute to advance to the Grand 
Final at La Maison du Barreau, the headquarters of the Paris Bar Association.

This is the second time in the last four years that Auckland has reached the final 
of this competition.

The team thanks local mediators who helped train the team over summer – Warren 
Sowerby, Miriam Dean QC, Geoff Sharp, Anna Quinn, Paul Sills, Mark Kelly, David Clark, 
John Walton, Carol Powell, Helen Rice, Barbara McCulloch, Jessica Carter, Kimberley 
Eccles and Stephanie Panzic – and FairWay Resolution Limited for sponsoring the team. 

Auckland students reach 
world finals of mediation 
advocacy

The Auckland team that finished second in the recent international mediation advocacy competition (from left) 
Honor Kerry, Andrew Yan Feng Lee, Ana Lenard-Sokorac, Nina Khouri (coach) and Michael Greenop. Photo 
Alastair Miller/ICC.

5 Day MeDiation 
Workshops

The theory and practical skills  
of mediation and conflict resolution

 Wellington: 15–19 March
 Auckland: 5–9 April
 Christchurch: 3–7 May
 Wellington:  6–10 October
 Auckland: 1–5 November

Freephone 0800 453 237
training mediators since the early 1990s

Combining  
LEADR & IAMA

Register 
online www.resolution.institute

is based in Lane Neave’s Christchurch office. 
Hetish Lochan has been promoted to asso-
ciate. Hetish is an Immigration solicitor based 
in the Queenstown office. Jackie Behrnes has 
been promoted to senior associate. Jackie is an 
employment solicitor based in the Christchurch 
office. Sophie Goodwin has been promoted to 
senior associate. Sophie is a litigation solicitor 
based in the Christchurch office.

Bernadette Arapere 
(Ngati Raukawa ki te 
Tonga, Ngati Tuwharetoa, 
Ngati Maniapoto) has 
joined Crown Law as Crown 
Counsel in one of the public 
law teams in the Crown 
Legal Risk Group. She 
conducts litigation and pro-

vides advice across a range of natural resource 
issues including land law, public works, bios-
ecurity and conservation matters. Bernadette 
has a background in general practice, Māori 
land and Treaty of Waitangi litigation. She is 
co-chair of Community Law Centres o Aotearoa 
Incorporated.

Bernadette Arapere
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Welcome to the profession
The New Zealand Law Society welcomes the 

following recently admitted lawyers to the profession:

Hamilton
Tania Nadine Aroha Bowman
Kimberley Anna Maree Carter
Woo Jin Cho
Almiro Kundycki Clere
Tobias James Gibson
Katrina Susan Tai
Rolanda Gabrielle Tupa’i
Jacqueline Ann Walker
Christina Zhao

Auckland
Brendan Patrick Coll Abley
Timothy James Adams
Priscilla Aisake Ah Kuoi
Rachel Elizabeth Thomson Arbuckle
Emma Alexis Backhouse
Ashton Philip Barwood
Tania Bastianello
Mali Field Bongers
Eva Petronella Boolieris
Anneke Fuatino Bracey
Katherine Barbara Ruth Brady
Marleigh Desma Brady
Casey Lee Brooks
Theresa Philippa Mary Browne
Julian David Bryant
Luke Alistair Burrows
Ernie Yu-An Chen
Michelle Chen
Yoo Soo Choi
Dong Yun Chung
Hannah Sari Yewon Cleaver
Anna Elizabeth Codlin
Jade Isabel Lucie Cooper
Elliott James Couper
Amy June Cradock
Ellie Sarah Crump
Misha Jacobine Davis
Samuel James Phelps Davison
Catherine Mary Dearsley
Chloe Charlotte Domett
Stephanie Jane Duncan
Upashna Dutt
Mitchel Paul Edwards
Jonathan Michael Embling
Jarinda Sunita Engelbrecht
Jana Shirlene Epati
Zachary William Fargher
Charlotte Skye Fleetwood-Smith

Tamela Anne Foster
Michelle Jane Glading
Joshua Mark Grainger
Saiya Guo
Thomas Edward Hannagan
Lucy Elizabeth Harris
Blake Lawrence Hoare
Caitlin Rose Tohill Hollings
Danielle Serena Houghton
Anqi Huang
Mahsheed Ibram
Diako Ishmael
Shivani Jaduram
Bryn Hamilton Jones
Liam Michael Neuwelt Kearns
Samuel Richard Kember
Rebecca Louise Kennedy
Joshua Clayton Stuart Kimpton
David Maurice Kraitzick
Joshua David Law
Bridget Huriata Lawler
Thomas David Latimour
Christopher Charles Levet
Lily Liu
Jason Yat Hei Lo
Keegan Trevor Lopez
Alexander James Low
Gregory Stuart Gordon Low
Calvin Luo
Ken Taro Madsen
Justin James Maloney
Alice Grace Marsh
Sarah Elizabeth Mathieson
Brogan Thelma Kathleen McDougall
Alexander Philip McKay
Briony Leona Jill McKenzie
William Dacre McKenzie
Richard Hayden McNaughton
Alexandra Clare Merry
Ye Miao
Alexandra Chantal Haultain Mills
Bede David Mills
Grace Holiday Mitchell
Abolfazl Hamzehloo Moghadam
Richard Adrian Monigatti
Catherine Amy Morris Mulrennan
Dino Muratbegovic
Nicholas Joseph Hiro Murphy
Zakaria Nasir
Thomas James O’Brien

Karlene Tara O’Halloran
Metua June Florence Peart Okotai
Liam Kevin Francis Oldham
Junia Yin Fei Ooi
Elizabeth Joan Painter
Stephanie Frances Panzic
Cameron Ian Paterson
Lucy Anne Player-Bishop
Rosa Mckay Polaschek
Rachel Frances Pool
Sarah Louise Price
Zena Ayad Razoki
Sebastien Philip Paul Recordon
Luke Edward Redman
Thomas Michael Ballantyne Richards
Marie Angeline Caguicla Rodriguez
Jillian Beverely Roe
Emily Jane Roland
Ambika Saha
Hamish John Hutchison Saunders
Christopher Michael Dillon Savage
Frances Frederika Savage
Emily Diana Sayes
Charlotte Hannah Shade
James Rory Wilson Sinclair
Rajiv Mahendra Singh
Rajnesh Singh
Richard John William Skelton
Hugo Carfrae McKenzie Stanton Snell
Rachael Marie Steller
Benedict Alexander Stewart
Sarah Robyn Sussman
Nicholas David Swan
Henele Sikamanuao Taufalele
Jay Anthony Elias Tausi
Ellen Louise Taylor
Robert William Thompson
Norma Tinai
Kar Wai Tong
Hannah Erica Turton
Ryan Gregory Vernall
Rosie Marie Wall
Rachel Sarah Ward
Wendy Karen Wilkinson
Oliver George Wilson
Bridget Helen Woudberg
Tian Yi Yao Yoa
Yichun Zhang
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Megen McKay Sarah White

Malley & Co has promoted two lawyers. Megen 
McKay is a member of the trust team and has 
been promoted to senior solicitor. Megen’s 
specialist areas are family and business trusts, 
charitable trusts, incorporated societies, trustee 
disputes, estate planning, wills, deeds of family 
arrangement, enduring powers of attorney and 
contracting out agreements. Sarah White is a 
member of the family law team and has been 
promoted to associate. Her practice is princi-
pally in the area of relationship property. Her 
recent cases have included trust-related issues, 
matters involving detailed and complex financial 
disclosure, issues of non-disclosure and valuing 
complex business structures.

Lawyers in Russia are increasingly looking to the future and are keen 
to learn from the experiences of lawyers from other countries such as 
New Zealand, Australia and the United Kingdom, according to former 
lawyer, now consultant to law firms, Simon Tupman.

This, Mr Tupman says, is one of the lessons he has taken from a 
trip to Russia in February, where he spoke at a law conference in 
Ekaterinburg, home of Russia’s first President, Boris Yeltsin.

This move of Russian lawyers to increasingly look to the future comes 
alongside their pride in their history, Mr Tupman says.

“The pace of change is as fast as it is positive. Russian society is 
increasingly open, westernised and cosmopolitan.

“Ekaterinburg offers an exciting blend of history, culture and moder-
nity. It boasts a state-of-the-art international airport and is a host 
venue for the 2018 FIFA World Cup.”

Another lesson from the trip, Mr Tupman says, is that “being pub-
lished is good for your career. I would never have had an invitation 
to speak but for the publication of the Russian version of [his book] 
Why Lawyers Should Eat Bananas in 2012. When you write a book, you 
never know where it may lead.”

Russian lawyers 
looking to future

Simon Tupman speaking at the recent law conference in Russia.

Waiata Bell and John Delaney are the 
joint winners of Simpson Grierson’s 
Environmental Law Prize for 2016.

The award recognises the student 
with the best overall mark in Waikato 
University’s environmental law paper.

Waiata and John were presented with 
a cheque for $1,000 each at a function at 
the firm’s Auckland office on 11 February.

Simpson Grierson has been sponsor-
ing Waikato University’s Environmental 
Law Prize since 1992.

Environment 
law prize
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Bell Gully was involved in the atten-
tion-grabbing and successful campaign 
that has seen New Zealanders buy an 
Abel Tasman beach.

Led by the Givealittle campaign-
ers Duane Major and Adam Gard’ner, 
New Zealanders pledged $2,278,171.09 
to buy the Awaroa Inlet beach “for New 
Zealand”.

That crowd funding, together with an 
injection of $350,000 from the govern-
ment and a last-minute major anony-
mous contribution provided the money 
for the bid to be successful.

The team, led by Mr Major and Mr 
Gard’ner, included the head of Bell 
Gully’s property team Andrew Petersen, 
Wellington barrister Geoff Harley and 
Harcourts CEO Chris Kennedy.

“It was a unique negotiation, with 
elements that no one has dealt with 
before,” says Mr Petersen, who was the 
lead negotiator on the project.

“The team resolved to put their best 
foot forward from the outset of the 
tender process in order to get the best 
result for New Zealand. We weren’t 
the only bidder. However, the vendor 
wanted to work with us as much as we 
wanted to get this done, and ultimately 
we won the race.”

The team, particularly Mr Major and 
Mr Gard’ner, had “a great vision and the 
drive to see it through”, says Bell Gully 
partner and chair Chris Gordon.

“They are on the way to delivering 
a fantastic piece of New Zealand for 
all New Zealanders to enjoy. We also 
congratulate the nearly 40,000 New 
Zealanders who have contributed in a 
very special way. This was an idea which, 
as a firm, we were very excited to be 
part of and is a unique addition to our 
very broad range of pro bono clients 
and work,” Mr Gordon says.

Law firm 
news

∂ Generate discovery lists and electronic bundles

∂ Full-text search your discovery documents

∂ Remote access via any web-browser

∂ And much more!

LawFlow is a web-based discovery system designed, developed and 
hosted in New Zealand, used by New Zealand law fi rms since 2012.

DOING DISCOVERY? www.lawflow.co.nz

Take a free, fully-functional trial today!  Visit our website for details  www.lawfl ow.co.nz

Alistair Law has been 
made a partner of Anthony 
Harper. Alistair, who prac-
tises property law, has 
moved to Anthony Harper 
from Chapman Tripp, where 
he was a senior associate. 
The firm has also pro-
moted three lawyers from 

associate to senior associate: Chloe Jolliffe, 
Lisa Taylor and Tim Bunker. Anthony Harper 
has also promoted Erin Gerring, Jullion 
Nelson Parker, Sarah Chin, Andrew Berry, 
Dominic Fitchett, Pip Breitmeyer and Harriet 
Quinlan from solicitor to associate. Two new 
graduates, Jess Greenheld and Laura Braid, 
have joined the firm as law clerks.

Alistair Law

Sarah Chin

Tim BunkerLisa Taylor

Jullion Nelson Parker

Jess Greenheld

Chloe Jolliffe

Erin Gerring

Andrew Berry

Laura Braid

Pip Breitmeyer

Dominic Fitchett

Harriet Quinlan



Such is the importance of technology in 
legal practice today and into the future 
that every lawyer, particularly those who 
are leaders in their firms, should seriously 
consider attending the upcoming Cyber 
Law Conference, says the conference chair 
Judge David Harvey.

Run by NZLS CLE Ltd, the conference 
will be held in Auckland on 5 May and 
Wellington on 6 May. It will also be available 
on lawyers’ computers via a live stream 
on 6 May.

“What we have to recognise,” Judge 
Harvey says, “is that we are moving into 
an entirely different paradigm from that 
most lawyers are used to.

“Most lawyers, and I speak for myself and 
probably the generation following me, have 
been brought up in a pen and paper world. 
We are used to laws that were drafted for 
pen and paper, located in the print para-
digm. What has happened is that this has 
all changed and it has kind of crept up on 
us in some respects.

“We are now looking at a completely 
different way of looking at information.

“In some respects lawyers have caught 
up with this and are not alien to it. We have 
online filing with the Companies Act and 
we have online registration under the Land 
Transfer Act. That’s been forced on people 
in many respects. It has become a default.

“But there is still not really an under-
standing of how of all this works and the 
problems it can cause.

“Lawyers are not the greatest adopters 
of new technologies and they are not the 
greatest advocates of change.

It forces change
“The fact of the matter is that the digital 
paradigm forces change upon us. I only 
have to think, for example, about electronic 
discovery. Some people still look on dis-
covery as being a paper-based thing to the 
extent that they will print out discovery 
from electronic files and go through it and 
assess relevance rather than going on screen 
and using software tools that are available 
to do that.

“That, to me, is a complete waste of space, 

Judge David Harvey

A conference 
for all lawyers

waste of time and waste of paper. And a 
waste of money too.

“Lawyers really have to get on board with 
this new paradigm because if not, they 
are going to find themselves in difficulty.

“In the United States, for example, the 
American Bar Association has made it a 
requirement for lawyers to have aware-
ness of technological issues that affect the 
substantive law and affect their practice.

“It will be deemed a competence issue if 
you don’t have a certain level of awareness, 
understanding of the technology.

Competency an issue
“So we have got an issue here – are you 
competent to practise if you don’t under-
stand technology?

“There will be a lot of people who will 
tremble at this and say ‘why should I?’ The 
answer to that question is that change is 
coming, change is here and you’ve got to understand it, because if you 
don’t you are going to have some real problems in advising your clients 
and practising law effectively.”

The Cyber Law Conference, Judge Harvey says, is for all practitioners 
and it’s a “very necessary upskilling – getting a hold of some of these 
cutting edge issues that we will be dealing with.”

The conference will be a “full on” day.
“We have got a really vibrant group of people talking on a whole lot 

of issues. One of the things that we will be talking about, for example, 
are the dangers that exist in the online environment – things that prac-
titioners should be aware of.

“We will be looking at all sorts of issues like that, cyber security, and 
also the issue of safety online and there will a discussion, although it’s 
not a feature, on the Harmful Digital Communications Act.

“Interestingly enough, we did a similar conference last year, and two 
years before that we had another conference. It was felt by NLZS CLE 
that because of the pace of change and because of the wide variety of 
issues that arise, we should do another one this year, rather than wait 
for the two years.”

More information about the conference, as well as registration, is avail-
able at www.lawyerseducation.co.nz/shop/Conferences+2016/16CLC.html. You 
can contact NZLS CLE at 0800 333 111, email cle@lawyerseducation.co.nz.

Providing Professional Indemnity and specialist insurance 
products to the Legal Profession
Visit www.justitia.co.nz for further information and application forms

Or Contact:  Mr Ross Meijer, Aon New Zealand 
04-819-4000 
ross.meijer@aon.com
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Letters to 
the Editor

LawTalk welcomes letters to the Editor. Letters should ideally be restricted to a 
maximum of 450 words, although shorter letters are most welcome. Letters may 
be abridged or edited, and LawTalk reserves the right to not publish any letter 
submitted. Letters should be sent to LawTalk as either a Microsoft Word document 
or in a form that can be copied and pasted into a Microsoft Word document. They 
can be sent to editor@lawsociety.org.nz.

Access to justice
I noted the reported comments of New Zealand Law Society 
President Chris Moore concerning lack of justice and the 
rise of self-represented litigants.

I absolutely endorse your comments and as a lawyer 
practising in the Family Court with legal aid clients, I am 
increasingly concerned at the difficulty clients are finding 
in accessing legal aid lawyers.

Over the Christmas break I was appointed lawyer for 
two young children (separate cases) in which warrants had 
been issued for various reasons. In both cases, one party’s 
inability to find a lawyer led to urgent Court proceedings 
and involvement of police and social workers. Had each 
parent been able to obtain a lawyer, matters would have 
been sorted out relatively easily.

On another occasion, a client’s mother indicated she 
had phoned 16 firms before getting an appointment for 
her son to see one of my staff on a legal aid basis.

The tariffs for legal aid are too low and too difficult to 
meet and financial issues are a barrier.

The new Family Court reforms mean that access to law-
yers is difficult and results in people filing proceedings 
where, had they the benefit of legal advice, simple and 
sensible negotiation could have ensued.

In family law cases there is inevitably high emotion 
which means that use of an objective voice of reason (the 
lawyer) is particularly important. Regrettably, the reforms 
seem to have cast lawyers as the catalyst for disputes rather 
than for finding a solution for the disputes.

I cannot talk with any authority about other jurisdictions, 
but Family Court where children are innocent victims, is 
a Court that people need access to urgently for the good 
of the family and society.

The Family Law Section of the Law Society worked very 
hard at the time the Family Court reforms were contem-
plated, and the accuracy of their predictions as to what 
would happen is significant.

I urge the Law Society to keep pressure on the govern-
ment as the significant number of children experiencing 
prolonged conflict when their parents are embroiled in 
disputes, is detrimental to their emotional health and 
therefore the emotional health of the nation.

If the government is truly committed to placing children’s 
needs as a priority, access to legal advice in the family law 
context is imperative.

Patricia Jones
Mt Maunganui

Legal aid top-ups
As one of those few civil legal aid lawyers that Chris 
Patterson wrote about, I’ve tried to get s 105 Legal Services 
Act 2011 approval for a fee top-up to a low legal aid grant 
a number of times but also without success.

Floodgates reasoning, I suppose. But as far as Chris’ fis-
cally neutral (for the government) suggestion about making 
the amount of the top-up equal the additional costs that 
might be awarded above the legal aid repayment, there is 
a Catch-22 aspect. The amount of any top-up authorised 
by the Ministry of Justice would likely be conditional on 
payment by the losing party of a higher costs order.

The applicant’s incurred costs, however, would surely 
be those that are unconditional and the applicant could 
not claim more than those under rule 14.2 (f) of the High 
Court Rules or District Court Rules.

The applicant, in short, could only claim more for costs 
if there were a court order for more costs!

A court might not wish to make a conditional costs 
order on legal aid making a higher grant and legal aid, in 
turn, would not like to do this without seeing the losing 
party pay the costs first.

So, if the applicant has a $4,000 legal aid repayment and 
you could get $7,000 for scale costs typically, you could 
ask for a $3,000 top-up but legal aid would say that the 
$7,000 hasn’t been ordered, still less received yet, to repay 
them and so wouldn’t make the decision and the court 
would then have to confine the costs order to those costs 
actually incurred, being the $4,000 legal aid repayment!

Steven Zindel
Nelson

Concerning slide
I note from “News Points” in LawTalk 881 (12 February 
2016, p 4) that, on the Transparency International’s 2015 
Corruption Index, New Zealand has fallen again and that 
the country now holds fourth place, whereas prior to 2014 
(and for 7 successive years) it was ranked as first in the 
world, ie the least corrupt.

The 2015 Rule of Law Index, which came out in June 
2015, showed a similar concerning slide in New Zealand’s 
position on the “Absence of Corruption” Index – from first 
in 2011 to sixth in 2015.

I commented on that latter Index in LawTalk 868 (3 July 
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2015), describing New Zealand’s fall as “disquieting”. And 
so it is – with the Transparency International’s findings 
corroborating the earlier Rule of Law assessment.

Not only is there “no cause for complacency” as I wrote 
earlier, but there is very real cause for concern.

I know full well from my own experiences with, and 
for, the International Criminal Court, just how important 
New Zealand’s corrupt free reputation is to other people, 
institutions and countries. It plays a very important part 
in how New Zealand is perceived and received in interna-
tional fora of all kinds. The country cannot afford, should 
not allow, a continuing decline in this area.

And, as a profession, we have a role in trying to put a 
stop to this slide.

Nigel Hampton QC
Christchurch

Human rights
Lawyers, judges and law academics can join the Member 
Service Group of the World Commission of Human Rights.

This is a commission of bar associations and distinguished 

judges including Justice Vikramjit Sen of the Supreme 
Court of India, Justice Maja Tratnik of the Supreme Court 
of Slovenia, Justice Bozidarka Dodik of the Supreme Court 
of Bosnia, Justice Mwaun Gulu of the Supreme Court of 
Malawi, Justice Ruth Vanderpol of The Netherlands and 
Justice Ally Mokhtair of Egypt.

This commission was formed by the International 
Association of Human Rights. This organisation was incor-
porated in 1978 and was registered with the Registrar of 
Societies in India. This organisation was also incorporated 
in England in May 2013.

The primary objective of this organisation is to work 
for the observance of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights.

Our site is www.worldcommissionofhumanrights.com. 
The membership fee is modest. Full membership is £50 
and associate membership is £35. You are welcome to 
email me if you want to be part of the international net-
work for promoting human rights, so that the rule of law 
may prevail throughout the world. My email is jaisharma.
worldcommission@gmail.com.

Jai Sharma
World Commission of Human Rights
London

Auckland District Law Society Inc. 
Phone 09 303 5275  
www.adls.org.nz

Triple your Airpoints 
Dollars™ with ADLSI

TRIPLE

During March and April 2016, ADLSI members and non-member 
lawyers who have registered their Airpoints™ membership 
details with ADLSI will earn triple Airpoints Dollars™ on eligible 
ADLSI purchases made during that period, such as CPD, legal 
texts, hard copy legal forms, new membership fees and more. 

Those ADLSI members will earn 12 Airpoints Dollars  
per $100 spent and non-member lawyers will earn  
6 Airpoints Dollars per $100 spent on purchases  
during March and April 2016. 

If you have not yet registered your Airpoints™ membership  
details with ADLSI, please visit adls.org.nz or phone 09 303 5275

Terms and Conditions Apply: To be eligible to earn Airpoints Dollars™ with ADLSI, you must be an ADLSI member or non-member lawyer  
and be registered for the Airpoints™ programme with ADLSI. Law firms can also earn Airpoints Dollars on eligible firm purchases once they 
have joined the Airpoints™ for Business programme. See clause 26 of our online terms and conditions on our website. The triple Airpoints 
Dollars offer applies to eligible purchases made with ADLSI between 1 March 2016 and 30 April 2016, or for those new registrations with 
ADLSI in April, for the month of April 2016 only. Triple Airpoints Dollars applies to the standard rate of 4 Airpoints Dollars per $100 spent for 
ADLSI members and 2 Airpoints Dollars per $100 spent for non-members (excluding GST). Other exclusions, terms and conditions may apply. 
Also, Airpoints and Airpoints for Business Terms and Conditions apply. See www.adls.org.nz for further information.
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WE PAY OUR ADVISERS  
COMMISSION IN NICE  
ROUND FIGURES.

MAS is a Qualifying Financial Entity (QFE) under the Financial Advisers Act 2008. Our QFE disclosure statement is available at mas.co.nz or by calling 0800 800 627.

Zero commission is not the traditional remuneration model for advisers in the financial 
services sector. But then, MAS is hardly your traditional financial services provider.

Zero commission. It’s just one more way MAS acts with your best interests in mind.
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LawTalk has published an annual round-up of information on the New Zealand legal 
profession since 2011. The information is obtained from a number of sources, including 
practising certifi cates issued by the New Zealand Law Society. The objective is to give an 
idea of the make-up of New Zealand’s lawyers at a point in time. Care is taken to avoid 
publishing any identifying particulars.

Just over 20% of the lawyers currently practising have been admitted since our fi rst 
Snapshot was published in April 2011. This year’s Snapshot highlights some of the 
changes (or lack of changes) over the last fi ve years.

O F  T H E  P R O F E S S I O N

Snapshot

compiled by Geoff  Adlam designed by Andrew Jacombs
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Centre
Lawyers in 

fi rms
In-house 
lawyers Barristers

Sole 
Practitioners Unspecifi ed Total Male Female

Auckland 3107 1015 689 388 46 5245 2766 2479

Wellington 897 1085 188 103 29 2302 1093 1209

Christchurch 831 136 109 71 8 1155 595 560

Hamilton 290 79 61 39 3 472 235 237

Dunedin 176 28 42 20 1 267 133 134

Tauranga 178 22 29 23 0 252 136 116

Lower Hutt 89 61 4 23 2 179 90 89

Nelson 106 9 11 28 0 154 87 67

Rotorua 75 9 18 20 1 123 68 55

Invercargill 102 9 3 7 0 121 68 53

Whangarei 79 6 15 18 0 118 65 53

Napier 72 16 13 11 1 113 71 42

New Plymouth 87 11 7 7 0 112 60 52

Palmerston North 65 14 6 19 0 104 65 39

Hastings 59 8 5 4 0 76 43 33

Queenstown 57 3 3 7 0 70 31 39

Timaru 49 1 2 7 1 60 36 24

Gisborne 40 4 5 8 0 57 33 24

Blenheim 40 1 7 5 0 53 30 23

Whanganui 37 3 4 6 0 50 30 20

Porirua 27 9 3 10 0 49 19 30

Taupo 28 2 4 9 0 43 26 17

Other Centres 624 60 99 159 25 967 546 421

New- Zealand-based 7115 2591 1327 992 117 12142 6326 5816

Overseas 399 204 29 28 14 674 357 317

Total 7514 2795 1356 1020 131 12,816 6683 6133

Lawyers in practice
The number of New 
Zealand-based lawyers has 
moved past 12,000. Another 
674 are based overseas but 
hold a practising certifi cate 
issued by the New Zealand 
Law Society. The fi rst 
qualifi ed lawyer, Richard 
Davies Hanson, set foot in 
New Zealand on 3 January 
1840. Law has been a 
growth industry ever since.

18
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NZ-based Lawyers in practice
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Whangarei 118
♀ 45% ♂ 55%
Fi 67%
IH 5%
Ba 13%
SP 15%

Tauranga 252
♀ 46% ♂ 54%

71% Fi
9% IH
12% Ba
9% SP

Rotorua 123
♀ 45% ♂ 55%

61% Fi
7% IH
15% Ba
16% SP

Gisborne 57
♀ 42% ♂ 58%

61% Fi
7% IH
15% Ba
16% SP

Napier 113
♀ 37% ♂ 63%

64% Fi
14% IH
12% Ba
10% SP

Hastings 76
♀ 43% ♂ 57%

78% Fi
11% IH
7% Ba
5% SP

Porirua 49
♀ 61% ♂ 39%

55% Fi
18% IH
6% Ba
20% SP

Lower Hutt 179
♀ 50% ♂ 50%

50% Fi
34% IH
2% Ba
13% SP

Other centres 967
♀ 44% ♂ 56%

65% Fi
6% IH
10% Ba
16% SP

Wellington 2302
♀ 53% ♂ 47%

39% Fi
47% IH
8% Ba
4% SP

Timaru 60
♀ 40% ♂ 60%

82% Fi
2% IH
3% Ba
12% SP

Christchurch 1155
♀ 48% ♂ 52%

72% Fi
12% IH
9% Ba
6% SP

Dunedin 267
♀ 50% ♂ 50%

66% Fi
10% IH
16% Ba
7% SP

Auckland 5245
♀ 47% ♂ 53%
Fi 59%
IH 19%
Ba 13%
SP 7%

Hamilton 472
♀ 50% ♂ 50%
Fi 61%
IH 17%
Ba 13%
SP 8%

New Plymouth 112
♀ 46% ♂ 54%
Fi 78%
IH 10%
Ba 6%
SP 6%

Whanganui 50
♀ 40% ♂ 60%
Fi 74%
IH 6%
Ba 8%
SP 12%

Overseas 674
♀ 47% ♂ 53%
Fi 59%
IH 30%
Ba 4%
SP 4%

Palmerston North 104
♀ 38% ♂ 62%
Fi 63%
IH 13%
Ba 6%
SP 18%

Taupo 43
♀ 40% ♂ 60%

Fi 65%
IH 5%
Ba 9%
SP 21%

Nelson 154
♀ 44% ♂ 56%
Fi 69%
IH 6%
Ba 7%
SP 18%

Blenheim 53
♀ 43% ♂ 57%
Fi 75%
IH 2%
Ba 13%
SP 9%

Queenstown 70
♀ 56% ♂ 44%
Fi 81%
IH 4%
Ba 4%
SP 10%

Invercargil 121
♀ 44% ♂ 56%
Fi 84%
IH 7%
Ba 2%
SP 6%

Women

Men

Lawyers in fi rms
In-house lawyers
Barristers
Sole practioners
National average
Highest % of 
lawyer specialty
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Entering the Legal Profession
The fi rst step in becoming a barrister 
and solicitor of the High Court is to 
complete a law degree. Statistics from 
the Ministry of Education show that 5,485 
New Zealand and international full time 
equivalent students were studying for 
law bachelors degrees in 2014 (the latest 
available year), and 7,310 FTE students were 
studying for some tertiary qualifi cation 
in law. Students completing an LLB are 
most likely to be of European ethnicity, 
female, and aged between 20 and 24.

980 71%

220 83%

20 8%

5 2%

40 15%

10 4%

125 9%

70 5%

325 23%

45 3%

11452845
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82%55%

28%

♀ 58% ♂ 42% ♀ 56% ♂ 44%

12%
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< 20

20-24

25-39

> 40

N E W Z E A L A N D S T U D E N T S 
STUDYING FOR LLB  I N  2 014

N E W Z E A L A N D S T U D E N T S 
COMPLETING LLB  I N  2 014

AGE

TO TA L TO TA L

5145 1390

Gill Gatfi eld’s book Without Prejudice: Women in the Law 
(Brookers Ltd, 1996), states that in 1906 there were 84 
students studying law in New Zealand, of whom 83 were men. 
By 1966 there were 1540 law students, of whom 84 (5.6%) 
were women. A radical change had taken place 20 years later, 
with 2923 law students, of whom 1279 (43.8%) were women.

E T H N I C I T Y  O F  N E W 
Z E A L A N D S T U D E N T S 

C O M P L E T I N G L L B I N  2 014

E T H N I C I T Y  O F  N E W Z E A L A N D 
S T U D E N T S C O M P L E T I N G 

C O M P L E T I N G P O S TG R A D U AT E L AW 
C E R T I F I C AT E S ,  D I P LO M A S A N D 

H O N O U R S D E G R E E S I N  2 014

EUROPEAN

MĀORI

PACIFIC

ASIAN

OTHER

TO TA L

♀ 56%
 ♂ 44%1390

TO TA L

♀ 62%
 ♂ 38%265

Law Schools
New Zealand has six law schools, all of which off er law 
degrees. Five of them appeared in the 2015 QS World 
University Rankings. The rankings have been published 
annually since 2004 and use a three component system 
to rank performance in specifi c academic disciplines. 
There are individual rankings for the top 50 and law 
schools are then ranked in three groups of 49.

Q S W O R L D R A N K I N G S F O R L AW 2 015 –
N E W Z E A L A N D L AW S C H O O L S
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Retention

Professional legal studies

Admission as a 
barrister and solicitor

There are two providers for the professional legal studies 
(“profs”) course, which is the responsibility of the New 
Zealand Council of Legal Education. The number of students 
participating and completing the courses run by the Institute 
of Professional Legal Studies (IPLS) and The College of Law 
New Zealand is unknown, but is likely to be close to the 
number who are admitted each year. The College of Law New 
Zealand website (at 19 February 2016) states that it is New 
Zealand’s largest provider of Professional Legal Studies.

The annual report of the Council of Legal Education for 
the year to 31 December 2014 (the latest available) says 
overall student enrolments in the IPLS courses in 2014 were 
up over 2013 and 58.7% of the trainees enrolled in 2014 
were female. The report also says 63.7% of IPLS students 
in 2014 were aged 21 to 24 and 16.4% were aged 25 to 
29. It notes that 69.8% of 2014 students were European, 
11.8% Asian, 9.6% Māori, 4.0% Pacifi c, and 4.8% other.

Admission of those who qualify to become barristers 
and solicitors of the High Court occurs throughout the 
year. The number of women admitted has exceeded 
the number of men since 1993. Around 1650 students 
graduate with LLB and LLB (Hons) degrees each year 
and annual admissions currently total just over 900 
– meaning that about 55% of people who gain a law 
degree appear to be admitted to the legal profession.
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♀ ♂
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S O L I C I TO R S O F  T H E H I G H C O U R T O F  N Z ,  19 8 0 –2 015

New Zealand-based lawyers who were practising at 1 
February 2016 had been in practice for an average of 17.7 
years. There was a noticeable diff erence between men and 
women, with men in practice for an average of 21.9 years and 
women for an average of 13.2 years.

AV E R A G E Y E A R S S I N C E A D M I S S I O N ,
N E W Z E A L A N D-B A S E D L AW Y E R S

Barristers 25.3 years

14.8 yearsIn-house lawyers

26.0 yearsLaw fi rm partners

22.2 yearsLaw fi rm directors

9.8 yearsLaw fi rm employees

30.2 yearsSole practioners

17.7 YEARSAll lawyers
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Detailed information on the retention of lawyers is not 
available. However, data on the number of lawyers admitted 
each year (from 1980 when admission data by gender begins) 
suggests that just under half of the people who are admitted 
as barristers and solicitors remain in practice. Of the 23,219 
lawyers admitted from 1980 to the end of 2015, 49% were 
practising at 1 February 2016.
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Types of practice Barristers

10.9% O F  N Z  L AW Y E R S

25.3 AV E R A G E Y E A R S I N  P R A C T I C E

♀ 21.3 AV G Y E A R S ♂ 27.9 AV G Y E A R S

10.9%11.0%11.3%
8.4%

4.5%

12.6% 13.6%

1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2016

B A R R I S T E R S A S % O F  N E W Z E A L A N D P R A C T I S I N G 
C E R T I F I C AT E S I S S U E D

0–9
7% 27% 28% 23% 12% 2%

10–19 20–29 30–39 40–49 50+

A L L B A R R I S T E R S B Y  Y E A R S P R A C T I S I N G

0–9
8% 37% 33% 19% 3% 0%

10–19 20–29 30–39 40–49 50+

F E M A L E B A R R I S T E R S B Y  Y E A R S P R A C T I S I N G

0–9
6% 22% 26% 25% 18% 3%

10–19 20–29 30–39 40–49 50+

M A L E B A R R I S T E R S B Y  Y E A R S P R A C T I S I N G

The number of barristers has fallen by 15.0% from 2011, when 
they made up 13.9% of NZ lawyers.

In-house lawyers

21.3% O F  N Z  L AW Y E R S

14.8 AV E R A G E Y E A R S I N  P R A C T I C E

♀ 14.0 AV G Y E A R S ♂ 15.9 AV G Y E A R S

21.3%21.2%
17.0%

12.2%

18.7% 19.3%

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2016

IN-HOUSE LAWYERS AS % OF NEW ZEALAND PRACTISING 
CERTIFICATES ISSUED

The number of in-house lawyers practising in New Zealand 
continues to grow. In-house lawyers work in several distinct 
areas, with the government sector employing just over half. 
The number of lawyers at a particular location is typically 
small, with an average of 3.3 (noting that there are several 
organisations which employ over 100 in-house lawyers 
nationally).

0–9
31% 39% 22% 6% 1% 0%

10–19 20–29 30–39 40–49 50+

A L L I N-H O U S E L AW Y E R S B Y  Y E A R S P R A C T I S I N G

0–9
32% 42% 22% 4% 0.4% 0%

10–19 20–29 30–39 40–49 50+

F E M A L E I N-H O U S E L AW Y E R S B Y  Y E A R S P R A C T I S I N G

0–9
31% 35% 22% 9% 3% 0.3%

10–19 20–29 30–39 40–49 50+

M A L E IN-HOUSE LAWYERS B Y  Y E A R S P R A C T I S I N G

42% Wellington

39% Auckland

5% Christchurch
3% Hamilton
2% Lower Hutt
9% Other

1.6% Academic

36% Commercial

3.8% Community law

52% Government

3.4% Local Government
2.7% Other2.3

3.0

5.7

4.2

2.1

1.7
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% N Z I N�H O U S E 
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% N Z I N�H O U S E 
L AW Y E R S
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Lawyers in 
multi-lawyer fi rms

58.6% O F  N Z  L AW Y E R S

15.5 AV E R A G E Y E A R S I N  P R A C T I C E

9.8 E M P LO Y E E S AV G Y E A R S

22.2 D I R E C TO R S AV G Y E A R S

26.0 PA R T N E R S AV G Y E A R S

Over half of New Zealand’s lawyers work 
in law fi rms around the country. Our 
analysis, which considers law fi rms where 
more than one lawyer works, divides 
these lawyers into two broad categories: 
lawyers who are employed by law fi rms 
and who usually do not participate in 
fi rm management, and lawyers who are 
partners or directors of law fi rms.

Some noticeable diff erences emerge when time in practice is analysed by 
gender. Men are far more likely to be multi-lawyer fi rm partners and directors 
than are women, right from the outset. The other key indicator which emerges 
is that lawyers start to retire from partnership and director roles in the 40 to 49 
year band. Many of the employees in this group have the title of “consultant”.

D I R E C TO R S — 69 3 TO TA L

♀  35%
241

♂  65%
452

E M P LO Y E E S — 4 , 3 9 7  TO TA L

♀  60%
2,640

♂  40%
1,757

PA R T N E R S — 1,9 51  TO TA L

♀  24%
472

♂  76%
1,479

30–39
YEARS

44.7%

55.3%

WOMEN

16.3%

83.7%

MEN

40–49
YEARS

35%

65.0%

WOMEN

30.7%

69.3%

MEN

50+
YEARS

100%

0%

WOMEN

61.2%

38.8%

MEN

0–9
YEARS

96.8%

3.2%

WOMEN

93.7%

6.3%

MEN

20–29
YEARS

40.6%

59.4%

WOMEN

12.4%

87.6%

MEN

68.1%

31.9%

WOMEN

42.0%

58.0%

MEN

10–19
YEARS

M U LT I-L AW Y E R F I R M R O L E S ,  Y E A R S I N  P R A C T I C E

= employees = partners/directors

AKLD
38%

WGTN
13%

CHCH
14%

HAMT
3.2%

Other
32%

PA R T N E R S B Y  C E N T R E

AKLD
39%

WGTN
8.5%

CHCH
5.3%

HAMT
7.6%

Other
40%

D I R E C TO R S B Y  C E N T R E

AKLD
47%

WGTN
13%

CHCH
12%

HAMT
4.0%

Other
25%

E M P LO Y E E S B Y  C E N T R E

There has been steady 
growth in the number of 
incorporated law fi rms 
since this was permitted 
by the Lawyers and 
Conveyancers Act 2006. 
Incorporated law fi rms 
tend to be small entities, 
with 40% being sole 
practices and incorporated 
multi lawyer fi rms having 
an average of 4.4 lawyers.

449
23%

1,475
77%

TO TA L

271
29%

661
71%

M U LT I  L AW Y E R

178
18%

814
18%

S O L E P R A C T I C E S

Partnerships Incorporated

8.7
Avg lawyers in 
multi lawyer fi rm

4.4
Avg lawyers in 
multi lawyer fi rm
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Age
While it is optional, 72% of 
New Zealand-based lawyers 
have provided details of their 
age to the Law Society.

41.4
Y E A R S

38.0
Y E A R S

45.3
Y E A R S

AV E R A G E A G E O F 
A L L L AW Y E R S

AV E R A G E A G E O F 
F E M A L E L AW Y E R S

AV E R A G E A G E O F 
M A L E L AW Y E R S

Sole practice

8.2% O F  N Z  B A R R I S T E R S & S O L I C I TO R S

30.2 AV E R A G E Y E A R S I N  P R A C T I C E

♀ 23.4 AV G Y E A R S ♂ 33.1 AV G Y E A R S

Half of the law fi rms in New Zealand have a single practising lawyer. Most 
of the others are generally small enterprises, and 85% of all law fi rms have 
5 or fewer practising certifi cate holders. The average-sized multi lawyer 
fi rm has 7.4 practising certifi cate holders. Branches are consolidated in this 
information.

Of the 1327 barristers in practice in New Zealand at 1 February 2016, 101 were Queen’s 
Counsel. There have been 282 QCs appointed since 1907, meaning 36% of all those 
appointed are still in practice. Of those appointed, 255 have been male (84 – 33% still 
in practice) and 27 have been female (17 – 63% still in practice). Since the 1984 round 
of appointments, the average time in practice before appointment as QC has been 26.6 
years, with an average of 27.0 years for men and 24.3 years for women. This means QCs 
in practice today have held the rank for an average of 11.5 years since their appointment.

38.5 AV E R A G E Y E A R S I N  P R A C T I C E  ♀ 33.3 AV G Y E A R S ♂ 39.6 AV G Y E A R S

Queen’s Counsel

Sole
Practice

Total

1–3
Partners/
Directors

2.2
Prac. Certs. per 
Partner/Director

1.0
Prac. Certs. per 
Partner/Director

2.1
Prac. Certs. per 
Partner/Director

1924
Number of
fi rms

992
Number of
fi rms

750
Number of
fi rms

147
Number of
fi rms

22
Number of
fi rms

13
Number of
fi rms

2.3
Prac. Certs. per 
Partner/Director

2.6
Prac. Certs. per 
Partner/Director

3.9
Prac. Certs. per 
Partner/Director

4–19
Partners/
Directors

10–19
Partners/
Directors

20+
Partners/
Directors

49.7%

49.7%

43.4%

45.6%

30.0%

44.8%

22.9%

26.7%

22.7%

28.2%

30.0%

27.6%

L AW F I R M S AT  1  F E B R U A R Y 2 016 (B R A N C H E S C O N S O L I D AT E D)

= % female prac. certs. = % female partners/directors
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Areas of 
practice

Location
There are 164 separate locations in New Zealand where a 
lawyer is based. Over three-quarters of our lawyers are found 
in just fi ve locations, while Auckland dominates the legal 
landscape with 43% of the legal profession. Some centres 
are more lawyered than others, with Wellington standing 
out because of its high number of in-house lawyers. Overall, 
New Zealand has one lawyer for every 384 citizens.

The New Zealand Law Society invites lawyers to provide 
information on the areas in which they practise by 
estimating the proportion of time spent in each of 23 areas 
of practice. This information is used to assist members 
of the public in their selection of a lawyer in the Law 
Society’s Find a Lawyer service. Just over 62.5% of lawyers 
have provided information on their areas of practice 
and the analysis below is therefore indicative only.

Trusts / Estates
40.4%3.6%

Employment
30.9%4.2%

Intellectual property
16.7%

Tax
2.7%

Administrative / Public
19.1%2.7%

Resource management
16.6%3.3%

Company / Commercial
54.1%13.9%

F 12.6%
M 14.7%

Property
46.8%13.5%

F 12.7%
M 14.0%

Civil litigation
40.5%10.8%

F 9.3%
M 11.8%

Family
33.9%9.0%

F 16.0%
M 4.5%

Criminal
23.8%8.3%

F 8.3%
M 8.2%

= spends more than 50% of time = spends some time

There have been some interesting changes in lawyer numbers 
in centres around New Zealand over the fi ve years since 2011. 
The number of lawyers in Ashburton has increased by 61% 
and other Canterbury centres such as Rangiora, Kaiapoi and 
Rolleston have seen big percentage increases in their lawyer 
numbers. Overall, New Zealand-based lawyer numbers have 
risen by 8.0%. By sheer weight of numbers, Auckland had the 
biggest numerical increase, with an extra 737 lawyers over 
the fi ve years – 82.1% of the national 898-lawyer growth.

Changes since 2011

On the other side of the coin, the number of lawyers in over 
30 centres declined over the fi ve years from 2011 to 2016. 
The impact in some small centres can be seen in places like 
Eltham (from 4 lawyers to 2), Paeroa (from 5 to 3), Inglewood 
(from 5 to 3) and Balclutha (from 7 to 5). In centres where 
there were at least 10 lawyers in 2011, the biggest decline 
was in Papakura where lawyer numbers fell by 43.4%.

Centre 2011 2016 Increase
Otaki 6 10 66.7%
Orewa 10 18 63.6%
Ashburton 23 37 60.9%
Waiheke Island 7 10 42.9%
Wanaka 15 21 40.0%
Kaiapoi 8 11 37.5%
Cambridge 17 22 29.4%
Oamaru 16 20 25.0%
Levin 17 21 23.5%
Rangiora 27 32 18.5%

B I G G E S T I N C R E A S E S I N  L AW Y E R N U M B E R S ,  2 011  TO  2 016 
(10 -L AW Y E R M I N I M U M I N  2 016)

Centre 2011 2016 Decrease
Papakura 53 30 -43.4%
Gore 11 8 -27.3%
Upper Hutt 31 23 -25.8%
Porirua 60 49 -18.3%
Kaikohe 13 11 -15.4%
Alexandra 19 17 -10.5%
Pukekohe 29 26 -10.3%
Kaitaia 10 9 -10.0%
Carterton 11 10 -9.1%
Lower Hutt 196 179 -8.7%

B I G G E S T D E C R E A S E S I N  L AW Y E R N U M B E R S ,  2 011  TO  2 016 
(10 -L AW Y E R M I N I M U M I N  2 016)
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Wellington  83 : 1
Queenstown 188 : 1
Papakura 209 : 1
Warkworth 232 : 1
Kerikeri 262 : 1
Alexandra 282 : 1
Cambridge 295 : 1
Christchurch 299 : 1
Auckland 299 : 1
Nelson 301 : 1

Warkworth 41.2%
Feilding 36.4%
Hawera 35.7%
Matamata 31.3%
Carterton 30.0%
Thames 28.6%
Morrinsville 27.3%
Levin 23.8%
Alexandra 23.5%
Whanganui 22.0%

Waiheke Island 50.0%
Morrinsville 45.5%
Ashburton 43.2%
Hawera 42.9%
Te Puke 41.7%
Papamoa 41.7%
Waiuku 40.0%
Queenstown 40.0%
Te Awamutu 39.3%
Orewa 38.9%

Rolleston 3933 : 1
Mosgiel 3333 : 1
Kawerau 3182 : 1
Opotiki 2812 : 1
Tokoroa 1857 : 1
Huntly 1750 : 1
Upper Hutt 1747 : 1
Wairoa 1420 : 1
Cromwell 1381 : 1
Dannevirke 1320 : 1

Most 
experienced

Highest 
proportion 
of lawyers

Lowest 
proportion 
of lawyers

Freshest 
Faces

Highest proportion of 
lawyers who have been 

in practice for 9 years or 
less (excludes centres with 

fewer than 10 lawyers)

Highest proportion of 
lawyers who have been in 
practice for 40 years or 
more (excludes centres 

with fewer than 10 lawyers)

T E P U K E
O P O T I K I

TO K O R O A

WA I R O A

K AW E R A U
T E AWA M U T U

U P P E R H U T T

R O L L E S TO N

C A M B R I D G E

H AW E R A

W H A N G A N U I

D A N N E V I R K EF E I L D I N G

L E V I N

C A R T E R TO N

W E L L I N G TO NN E L S O N

C H R I S TC H U R C H

A S H B U R TO N

Q U E E N S TO W N

A L E X A N D R A

M O S G I E L

C R O M W E L L

WA I U K U
T H A M E S

H U N T LY

WA I H E K E I S L A N D

O R E WA

WA R K W O R T H

K E R I K E R I

PA PA M O A

M O R R I N S V I L L E

PA PA K U R A
A U C K L A N D

M ATA M ATA
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There is a 16-year variation around the country 
in the average time in practice for all lawyers in a 
centre where there are more than 10 lawyers.

AV E R A G E T I M E I N  P R A C T I C E  B Y  C E N T R E

Waiheke Island

Orewa

Te Puke

Hamilton

Ashburton 15.8
YEARS

15.7
YEARS

15.6
YEARS

14.8
YEARS

14.7
YEARS

F I V E 
S H O R T E S T 
AV E R A G E 
T I M E S I N 
P R A C T I C E

18
LAWYERS

10
LAWYERS

12
LAWYERS

472
LAWYERS

37
LAWYERS

Carterton 

Matamata

Alexandra

Warkworth

Feilding 31.1
YEARS

30.5
YEARS

28.4
YEARS

27.4
YEARS

25.6
YEARS

F I V E 
LO N G E S T 
AV E R A G E 
T I M E S I N 
P R A C T I C E

10
LAWYERS

16
LAWYERS

17
LAWYERS

17
LAWYERS

10
LAWYERS

Location and gender
Of the 164 distinct centres with at least one lawyer, 28 
have more women lawyers than men. Another 10 have 
equal numbers of women and men. Three of the fi ve 
centres with the most lawyers now have more women 
than men (Wellington, Hamilton and Dunedin). Three 
small centres – Rolleston (3), Hanmer Springs (1) and 
Ngauruwahia (3) – have only women lawyers.

Centre Lawyers Women % Women

Otaki 10 7 70.0%

Waiuku 10 7 70.0%

Porirua 49 30 61.2%

Whakatane 32 18 56.3%

Queenstown 70 39 55.7%

Orewa 18 10 55.6%

Oamaru 20 11 55.0%

Kaiapoi 11 6 54.5%

Wellington 2302 1209 52.5%

Levin 21 11 52.4%

H I G H E S T P R O P O R T I O N O F W O M E N L AW Y E R S
(M I N I M U M O F 10  L AW Y E R S)

Ethnicity
The New Zealand Law Society gives lawyers the option 
of stating their ethnicity. At 1 February 2016, 55% of New 
Zealand-based lawyers had stated one or more ethnicities. 
The majority of these (5663) chose “New Zealand 
European”. The next-most chosen options were Other 
European (336), Māori (318), Chinese (185), Indian (131), 
Samoan (79) and Other Asian (76).

Statistics New Zealand data from the 2013 census resulted 
in the following result for people who gave their occupation 
as “lawyer” or “barrister” (note that some people chose 
more than one ethnic group):

M I D D L E 
E A S T E R N 

/  L AT I N 
A M E R I C A N / 

A F R I C A N

N O T 
E L S E W H E R E 

I N C L U D E D

O T H E R

E U R O P E A N

A S I A N 

M Ā O R I

N E W 
Z E A L A N D E R

PA C I F I C 
P E O P L E S

88.3%

7.1%

6.1%

2.3%

2.1%

0.5%

0.1%

0.2%

F 87.2%

F 8.4%

F 7.7%

F 1.6%

F 2.5%

F 0.5%

F 0.1%

F 0.1%

M 6.0%

M 4.7%

♂ 2.9%

M 1.8%

M 0.4%

M 0.1%

M 0.4%

M 89.1%

TO TA L

106.7%
108.1% 105.4%
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The Legal Services Industry

Legal aid

The 10,021 New Zealand lawyers in private practice work in 
the legal services industry. Statistics New Zealand collects 
information annually on New Zealand industries and business 
enterprises. According to the Annual Enterprise Survey for 
the year to 31 March 2014 (the latest available), the legal 
services industry income topped $3 billion for the fi rst time. 
In the fi ve years from 2009/10 to 2013/14, income has gone up 
by 10.8% while the before tax profi t has risen by just 2.0%.

Item 2014 2013 2010 Change 
2013 to 2014

Total income $3,050 $2,862 $2,752 6.6%

- Salaries and wages $1,018 $910 $805 11.9%

Total expenditure $1,970 $1,822 $1,686 8.1%

Surplus before income tax $1,086 $1,041 $1,065 4.4%

Financial performance L E G A L S E R V I C E S ,  Y E A R TO 31  M A R C H ($  M I L L I O N)

Prices for legal services
The Statistics New Zealand Producers Price Index 
measures changes in the price paid for legal services.

+3.3%

+4.5%
+3.6% +3.6%

+2.4%

2 012 2 013 2 014 2 0152 011

A N N U A L I N C R E A S E I N  L E G A L S E R V I C E S P R I C E S , 
Y E A R TO 31  D E C E M B E R

Total legal aid funding over the fi ve years from 2011 to 2015 
has declined by $21,583,753 (17.0%). Indicative information 
over the fi ve-year period (information released by Associate 
Justice Minister Simon Bridges in November 2015):

FA M I LY
D I S P U T E S

C I V I L 
M AT T E R S

C R I M I N A L

$5,537,051$6,783,794

$43,212,132$51,843,202

$56,456,048$68,161,988

$126,788,984

$105,205,231

2011 2015

Measure 2015 2014 2013 2012

Gross 
payments $130.22 $124.58 $130.26 $148.31

Providers 1224 1240 1310 1736

Average/
Provider $106,389 $100,468 $99,434 $85,430

PAY M E N T S TO P R O V I D E R S (Y E A R TO 3 0 J U N E)  ($  M I L L I O N)

$1  M I L L I O N O R M O R E N U M B E R O F 
P R O V I D E R S

+ % O F  TO TA L

TO TA L 
P R O V I D E R S

$5 0 0 , 0 0 0 TO  $9 9 9,9 9 9

$10 0 , 0 0 0 TO  $49 9,9 9 9

$5 0 , 0 0 0 TO  $9 9,9 9 9

$3 0 , 0 0 0 TO  $49,9 9 9

$0 TO  $2 9,9 9 9 345
28.2%

141
11.5%

307
25.1%

20
1.6%

405
33.0%

6
0.5%

1224

G R O S S PAY M E N T S TO L E G A L A I D  P R O V I D E R S ,
Y E A R TO 3 0 J U N E 2 015
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Are you considering a shift to the cloud 
for your organisation’s IT services? You’re 
not alone. Kiwi businesses are increas-
ingly moving their operations or data to 
the cloud, with a Horizon Research survey 
of 200 local IT managers in 2014 confirm-
ing that over two-thirds of businesses use 
cloud services.

You don’t need to be a weather forecaster 
to predict the benefits that come from 
moving into the cloud, including greater 
flexibility and accessibility, and improved 
collaboration. Consider also the potential 
financial benefits from adopting cloud ser-
vices: lower power costs, reduced capital 
expenditure, and less hardware redundancy 
with greater scalability.

But, there can also be stormy skies when 
moving to the cloud. Whether your busi-
ness is a multi-national with divisions 
across the globe, or a local player keen to 
leverage technology services not available 
in-house, legal issues with the cloud include 
obligations in New Zealand and overseas, 
licensing issues, and data protection, access 
and transfer concerns.

This article outlines data protection, 
access, and transfer issues that must be 
considered when navigating your way 
into the cloud. These issues arise in sev-
eral forms.

Data security and 
protection
Data security is a topical issue, with recent 
large-scale data breaches, including Ashley 
Madison, which was revealed in July 2015, 
and the United States Internal Revenue 
Service, which occurred during February 
to May 2015.

In the former case, a group of hackers 
stole and then leaked over 25 gigabytes of 
company data, including user details such 
as real names, home addresses, search his-
tory, and credit card transaction records. In 
the latter, personal information concerning 
hundreds of thousands of people (334,000 
accounts according to the IRS) were unlaw-
fully accessed by hackers using the IRS’s 

online tax system.
While both those cases featured unau-

thorised access to data, data loss and data 
corruption are also risks under the data 
security and protection umbrella.

Data access
While preventing unauthorised access is 
important, to achieve the benefits sought 
from cloud adoption (and to mitigate risks) 
it is also essential that your business has 
reliable access to its information and appli-
cations at all times. This access provides 
important protections such as ensuring 
business continuity if the cloud service 
provider becomes insolvent. It can also 
help to keep your options open so that your 
business is not “captured” by a particular 
vendor who holds your critical data, which 
could prevent you from migrating again.

Data ownership
While the term “ownership” is sometimes 
used in relation to data, this is something 
of a misnomer as property rights do not 
apply to data as such. (Database rights 
can protect compilations of data in some 
jurisdictions). Instead data “ownership” is 
primarily concerned with data control: who 
has (and who hasn’t) the right and ability 
to do what with which data.

Data transfer
A related topic to data control is data 
transfer. Transfer of data across national 
borders is heavily regulated internation-
ally. For example, in the EU the general 
principle is that personal data must not 
be transferred to countries outside the EU 
that do not offer an “adequate level of pro-
tection”. In December 2012 the European 
Commission declared that New Zealand’s 
laws provide a standard of data protection 
that is adequate for the purposes of EU law.

There are exceptions to the general prin-
ciple, which formerly included compliance 
with the “safe harbour” framework con-
cerning the transfer of data from EU to the 
US. However, in October 2015 the European 

Court of Justice determined that the EU/
US safe harbour framework is invalid. 
The reason? The US Government’s ready 
access to personal data. Just recently, on 2 
February 2016, the European Commission 
announced that a new framework, the 
“EU-US Privacy Shield”, has been agreed 
to better protect EU citizens’ personal infor-
mation transferred to US companies. Under 
this framework, US companies wishing to 
import personal data from Europe will be 
required to process personal information in 
accordance with strict obligations and will 
be subject enforceable redress mechanisms 
if an individual raises a complaint.

Closer to home, New Zealand’s Privacy 
Act enables the Privacy Commissioner to 
issue a “transfer prohibition notice” to pre-
vent New Zealand being used as a gateway 
for personal information to be transferred to 
a country without appropriate safeguards. 
To date no such notices have been issued.

How can you protect your 
business’s interests?
It’s understandable that with so many 
complex legal issues at play, a move into 
the cloud is daunting. There are several 
measures you can take to better protect 
your business interests from some of the 
legal risks, including:
1  Appropriate contractual arrangements:

a  adequate service levels; and
b  effective remedies for non-perfor-

mance;
2  Backup/alternative infrastructure;
3  Due diligence of service provider to 

establish proven track record;
4  Business continuity arrangements;
5  Unconditional access to data and restric-

tions on access by unauthorised persons; 
and

6  Having clear terms regarding data trans-
fer.

Peter Fernando is a senior associate of 
Kensington Swan. He practises information 
technology and commercial contract law. 

By Peter Fernando

Protecting your business 
from storm clouds
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At the start of the year, there’s always an urge to reform ourselves, commit 
to living a healthier lifestyle and take better care of ourselves. We gym, 
we run, we juice, smoothie and detox.

But how do you decide what “healthy” is and how do you get there? 
More often I’m seeing people who are confused by the choices they have 
in the health, fitness and well-being sector and I’m being asked “what 
should I be doing to lose weight/be healthy/feel better and how much 
should I do?” When did looking after yourself get so complicated?

It’s easy to get overwhelmed. Information is everywhere. The choices 
when it comes to health and well-being are limitless and sometimes con-
flicting. How do you choose between paleo or vegan, intermittent fasting or 
elimination diets, high intensity intervals or lengthy endurance sessions?

Combine your endless choices with information overload, the pressure 
to do all the “right” things and this idea that if doing a little of something 
is good for you, then doing more is better and you’ve got a case of healthy 
living fatigue.

So if this is the year you’ve decided to put yourself first, be healthier and 
take better care of yourself, how do you choose between liver detoxing 
and bulletproof coffee, CrossFit and pole dancing?

The answer is, as any good answer always is, “it depends”. It depends 
on what you’re trying to achieve, your motivations, lifestyle and capabil-
ities, and your constraints – financial, time, location, family – whatever 
they may be.

Here’s some considerations when you’re looking to improve your heath 
and you’re bewildered by the choices in front of you:

What’s your goal, what’s your motivation?
Your goal and the motivation must matter to you if you want to succeed. 
For years I focused on the goal and encouraged my clients to do so too, 
with varying rates of success. It’s become clear to me now that by doing 
so, I was missing the bigger picture.

Our success and ability to stick to a goal lies not in having a goal, or in 
the goal itself, but in recognising and acknowledging the reasons behind it.

If you can articulate why you want to lose weight, get fit or run that 
marathon, if your reasons for your goal resonate with you, your chances 
of sticking to it suddenly become a lot higher.

Of course, identifying your why may also lead you to conclude that 
the goal you had in mind doesn’t necessarily fit with your why. It’s good 
to be clear on this before you get too far.

If your reasons for setting a goal revolve around some kind of lifestyle 
change, your goal should recognise that you’re looking for a new “normal”.

How many times have you seen someone resolve to enter an event, 
achieve it and then revert back to the way things were? If completing the 
event was the aim, that’s great – goal achieved, but if that person was 
actually looking for a new, more active lifestyle the goal should reflect 
this and recognise the event as a step along the way.

Consider also if your motivation is intrinsic or extrinsic. Extrinsic or 
external motivators – for example, losing weight for an event, looking 

good for someone else, or to earn a reward  
– while often beneficial in the short term, 
are usually temporary in nature.

While there is a place for extrinsic moti-
vations, especially at the start, they gen-
erally (though not always) tend to be less 
successful in the long term than intrinsic 
or internal drivers which arise from a per-
son’s core beliefs or an internal need to 
participate or perform an activity for its 
own sake.

Intrinsic motivations often lend them-
selves to feeling a sense of accomplishment 
and purpose, and increased self-awareness 
and autonomy. That’s not to say you must 
have an intrinsic motivation but giving con-
sideration to this may help to maintain a 
long-term behavioural change.

If your motivation doesn’t resonate with 
you, sticking to your plan will be much 
harder, and losing your way will be much 
easier. Spend the time to articulate what it 
is you actually want and why you want it.

Is the plan sustainable for 
your lifestyle?
Your plan should involve activities that 
you enjoy and should also slot easily into 
your day and week. If the fitness choice, 
eating plan or lifestyle change you choose 
is something you simply don’t like or it 
doesn’t allow for your job, family and other 

By Raewyn Ng

Healthy living fatigue

Raewyn Ng

❝ Your goal and 
the motivation 
must matter to 
you if you want 

to succeed
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Travelling for work, staying late at the office, corporate functions and 
school holidays are common reasons given by people for getting out 
of routine. The reality is that’s just life. Stuff happens and a mindset of 
repeatedly “starting over” or “getting back into it” after each of these 
interruptions will only make you feel like you failed time and again.

Planning for what you can do in these situations or being mindful of 
the best option available at the time instead of thinking of these events 
as disruptions to your healthy lifestyle, may be more useful and keep you 
from deciding it’s all too hard.

Consider what has stopped you reaching your goals previously and how 
it can be different this time. What you can do to overcome your roadblocks 
in the future? Making a plan that addresses these will make the journey 
less daunting and you’ll feel prepared when the inevitable comes up.

Make sustainable changes
If you want to avoid healthy living fatigue, gaining clarity around your 
goals and motivations, making sustainable lifestyle changes over time 
to improve health and planning for the challenges you will face on the 
way will get you further than complete sudden overhauls.

Raewyn Ng was formerly a legal advisor at Historic Places Trust, now Heritage NZ, and 
before that worked for Parliamentary Services. She is now a movement coach with an 
interest in wellbeing and holistic health, managing stress and living a balanced lifestyle.  
See www.mybod.co.nz.

commitments, it’s going to be harder to 
implement and continue on an ongoing 
basis.

If you’ve chosen an activity or action 
that’s not enjoyable for you, it’s just a matter 
of time before you slip back into old habits. 
For example, you decide to “get fit” and 
running is the way to do it but you hate 
running. It’s clearly going to be that much 
harder to get yourself out there. Avoid this 
by choosing activities to get to your goal 
that are fun for you.

Making small changes progressively over 
time will be much more manageable than 
a complete lifestyle overhaul which, aside 
from being hard to fit into your already 
busy life, can lead to mental and physical 
burnout and erode your motivation.

What are your challenges?
It’s never smooth sailing and you’ll always 
hit roadblocks on the way, so anticipating 
your challenges and having strategies to 
address them will keep you on track.

Free lift for 
Christchurch! Help Smartlift  

find, lift and level 
one community 

building at no cost in  
the Christchurch area!* 

To nominate the  
club rooms, church hall,  

charity or community space you 
think needs a lift from Smartlift, visit 

www.smartlift.net.nz *terms and conditions apply
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Attempts to defraud New Zealand lawyers by email continue. The scam-
mers continue to use trusty old “templates” and – more alarmingly – new 
tricks which involve using the names of law firm’s members in emails 
to other lawyers.

The names used by scammers (unless they’re pretending to be a particu-
lar person) change all the time. The things to look for are Americanisms, 
poor grammar, repeated use of phrases such as “in your jurisdiction”, 
use of gmail and an out-of-the-blue approach (why would an enormous 
Chinese company contact you to recover a big debt?).

Well-worn
“Dear Counsel
“My name is Jayen Pack. I am contacting your firm in regards to a divorce set-
tlement with my ex husband (Piper Pack) who resides in your jurisdiction. I live 
in Canada. We had a court agreement for him to pay $578,000.00 plus legal fees. 
He has only paid me $78,000USD since.

“I am hereby seeking your firm to represent 
me in collecting the balance from him. He has 
agreed already to pay me the balance but it is my 
belief that a Law firm like yours is needed to help 
me collect this payment from my ex-husband or 
litigate this matter if he fails to pay as promised.”

Worrying
The following email and attachment was 
sent to a lawyer’s client (who were involved 
in court proceedings, but were alerted 
because they were summonsed to appear 
on a public holiday).

From: Donald Raymond Miller III
Subject: COURT NOTICE REF KP71610001

Notice
You have to appear in Court-Sitting on 8th 
February 2016. Copy of the Court document is 
attached to this email. Please read it thoroughly.

The case may be heard by the judge in your 
absence if you do not attend

Yours faithfully,
Donald Raymond Miller III

The scams 
keep coming

For more information visit: 
www.law.auckland.ac.nz/2016lawcourses

or email: 
postgradlaw@auckland.ac.nz

or visit us on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/akllawschool

The Auckland Law School’s 
postgraduate programme has been 
structured to ensure maximum 
flexibility. You can start your courses 
at any time during the academic year. 
Courses are offered both in 30 point 
format (36 teaching hours and 12,500 
word research paper for assessment) 
and in 15 point format (essentially half 
the workload). We schedule courses 
in a variety of ways – early evenings, 
intensive 3 or 5 day courses, and 
some scheduled on Saturdays.

Stand out 
with an 

LLM Enrolments now open for Semester 1 2016.

Climate Change Law 
30 points

Corporate Governance  
30 points

Counterterrorism  
and Constitutionalism  
15 points

Torture and Disappearances in 
International Human Rights Law 
and Practice 30 points

International & 
Comparative Copyright 
Law 30 points

Selected Topics in Law 
of Evidence and Criminal 
Procedure 15 points

Data Privacy and  
the Law 15 points

WTO Dispute Resolution  
30 points

Iwi Governance  
30 points

Equality and Anti-Discrimination  
15 points

By Geoff Adlam Geoff Adlam
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Notable quotes
❝ It was a 7-wood, brilliantly teed-off. It went slightly 

to the left – well, about 160 metres in a northerly – it 
jumped the bunker, and slid into the hole, and I was 
very proud of that.”

— Attorney-General Christopher Finlayson tells Parliament 
about his hole in one on the 11th hole at the Heretaunga 
golf course.

❝ They continue to bring inmates from Spring Hill and 
drive them to Waikeria Prison to appear via AVL in 
the Hamilton District Court. That makes no sense to 
anybody.”

— Hamilton defence lawyer Thomas Sutcliffe outlines some 
of the problems lawyers encounter in trying to contact 
their clients in Spring Hill Prison, which was built in 
2007 but does not yet have audio-visual conferencing.

❝ Australia’s indigenous incarceration rates represent a 
national crisis. Indigenous people represent just 2.5% 
of the population, but 27% of the prison population. 
Indigenous children represent 50% of those in juvenile 
detention. This cannot be allowed to continue.”

— Law Council of Australia President Stuart Clark calls 
on Federal and State governments to take action on 
Australia’s rate of indigenous imprisonment.

❝ When people hear good and direct evidence against 
them, they often change their position.”

— Judge David Cameron talks to a Whanganui District 
Court jury after a trial comes to a quick finish after 
evidence from a witness was followed by a change in 
the charge and a guilty plea.

❝ As a black person coming into this building [court] … I 
don’t feel at home. We should feel that when we step 
into the court that we are actually getting a fair shake 
equal to what a white person would and I don’t feel 
that way.”

— Halifax, Nova Scotia lawyer Lyle Howe speaks out after 
a sex assault case against him finally ends. After being 
found guilty by a jury in May 2014 his conviction was 
overturned on appeal and a new trial ordered before 
the charge was formally withdrawn in February 2016.

❝ You don’t have to be in the big cities to get on that 
corporate ladder so to say.”

— Danny Wu gives one of the reasons why he’s moving 
from Auckland to take up a job with Nelson law firm C 
& F Legal. The firm’s advertisement for lawyers included 
a $25,000 deposit on a home in Nelson.

❝ We remember his incisive intellect, his agile wit and his 
captivating prose. But we cannot forget his irrepressible 
spirit.”

— United States Chief Justice John Roberts opens pro-
ceedings in the US Supreme Court, giving a tribute to 
Justice Antonin Scalia, who died on 13 February.

British programmer Joshua Browder has created what 
he is calling the UK’s first robot lawyer. Browder, who is 
aged 19, says so far his robot can answer questions about 
parking ticket appeals without the need to pay a lawyer. 
Since its launch in beta in August 2015, he says over 86,000 
people have used it to appeal council parking fines and 
have saved themselves £2 million.

The robot uses keywords, pronouns, and elements like 
sentence structure. Browder says he thinks his robot does 
a reasonable job of replacing parking lawyers. As more 
users interact with it, the more it learns. The robot does not 
give subjective advice, but determines basic facts through 
asking questions and then designs an appeals letter which 
can be sent to the court.

You can check it out at http://www.donotpay.co.uk/signup.
php

Robot lawyer

Court Secretary.
An attachment entitled “Court Notice PDF” then followed 

– clicking on it would probably have introduced malware.

Very worrying
Several law firms have received fake internal emails which 
purport to be sent by one of the lawyers in the firm.

While details vary slightly, the fraud sends an email 
using the name and email address of a lawyer – usually 
a partner or director or senior manager – to another firm 
employee asking for an international payment to be made.

In one attempt, the fake email from a partner to a firm 
accountant instructed payment of a large sum of money 
to a Chinese bank account.

The North Island firm detected the fraud and its IT support 
was able to identify the original sender of the emails as 
phillip@brpharrnaceuticals.co.uk. It appears that the sender 
had changed their display name to mimic the email address 
of the lawyer purportedly sending the email.

In another attempt, an employee of another North Island 
law firm received an email which appeared to come from 
another firm employee. Its format was as follows [exact 
wording]:

From: [email address of employee A]
To: [email address of employee B]
Subject: Request for October 21, 2015

Hi [First name of employee B]
Please I’ll need you make a Local and International wire transfer 
for me today. Can you make this happen right away, What will 
be needed to complete the transfer request?

Thanks,
[First name of employee A].
Sent from my iPhone”
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Genetics, Crime and Justice aims to explore 
the use of genetic information both in crim-
inal investigations and during the trial 
process. According to its own promotional 
summary, the book “discusses current sci-
entific understanding and considers some 
potential legal, ethical and sociological 
issues with the use of genetic information”. 

The book aims to contribute to debate, 
rather than decisively determine issues. 
The content and tone is therefore gener-
ally expository, rather than being overly 
opinionated. The book covers an incredibly 
broad range of fields that rub up against 
crime, justice and genetics. These include 
criminal law, medical law, policy, criminal 
justice, philosophy, ethics, sociology, psy-
chiatry and psychology.

Debra Wilson presents her work in six 

Genetics, Crime and Justice 
By Debra Wilson

Reviewed by Chris Macklin

can see “play out”. The hypothetical case of 
Child A and Child B is also supplemented 
throughout with succinct summaries of 
scientific studies and court cases.  

With such a wide-ranging scope, but 
just 247 pages of text, the material is nec-
essarily introductory. Readers are treated 
to an incredible exposition across a range 
of topics, and this is commendable.  There 
is likely to be something that will interest 
everyone in this text.  

However, some may find the wide scope 
but relatively short volume leaves them 
feeling like the material is a “once over 
lightly”. That is unfair, because the text 
appears carefully researched. Nonetheless, 
it is unavoidable that the succinct presenta-
tion carries limitations in terms of depth.

For example, the opening portion of the 
third chapter, “Use of genetics in criminal 
investigations”, summarises the law on DNA 
collection, and sample and/or profile reten-
tion in different national jurisdictions. 

The information is necessarily set at the 

chapters (not including an introduction and conclusion): History of genet-
ics and criminal justice; Use of genetics in criminal investigations; The 
“criminal gene”; The “criminal gene” argument in courts; The impact of 
the “criminal gene” argument on punishment theory; and Introduction 
on ethical issues. 

These chapter headings provide a good idea of the topics covered. Each 
chapter flows well when read in sequence, but I am convinced the chapters 
could also stand alone or be read out of sequence if a reader is trying to 
drill down on just one topic.  

The content is focused around two distinct but related genetic develop-
ments: DNA and identification; and the impact of genetics on our under-
standing of human behaviour. On the latter topic, MAOA gene variants 
receive particular attention. This is the gene often (mis)characterised in 
the media as the possible “warrior gene”, with possible links to aggression 
that some argue should impact on our assessments of culpability, and 
the ability to form genuinely criminal intent.

The content is repeatedly related back to a consistent scenario that 
Wilson provides in the introduction, “the case of Child A and Child B”. 
These two children are involved in an unfortunate incident, their own 
DNA plays a role in their arrest and conviction, and subsequent genetic 
information then impacts on both children and some family members.  

The scenario is set out in full at the start, and then parts of it are discussed 
again in light of the topics being covered by the author. This structure 
ensures that the content is consistently presented in a way that the reader 

Chris Macklin
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This book serves multi-
ple audiences. It is a very 
good basis for students 
and those new to the 
intricacies of legal infor-
mation with extremely 
useful advice for those 
starting out. Law stu-
dents are specifically 
addressed with much advice specifically 
tailored to them.

It will be very useful, too, for the practi-
tioner with clear explanations of how pri-
mary law – legislation and case law – works 

in New Zealand. Secondary sources, databases and digital and paper 
are all covered clearly. There are excellent summary charts to make the 
information very clear for those of us who like our information organised 
this way. At the end are chapters on International Law, Kaupapa Māori, 
Indigenous Law and Legal History. All written for a New Zealand audience. 

From time to time the academic peeps through to remind you that the 
editor has not only been a lawyer and law librarian but is now an academic 
at AUT where her lucky students benefit directly from all this expertise. 

Buy a copy for your bookshelf (paper or electronic).
LexisNexis NZ Ltd, December 2015, 978-1-927248-0304, 300 pages, paperback 

and e-book, $115 (GST included, p&h excluded).

Robin Anderson has a long experience of law librarianship. He has been the 
Wellington Librarian for the Wellington District Law Society and then the New 
Zealand Law Society for 25 years.

Legal Research in 
New Zealand
Edited by Mary-Rose Russell
Reviewed by Robin Anderson

conveyit.
maestro cloud based conveyancing

It’s the cloud based conveyancing
software that’s got everyone talking

conveyit Maestro is an automated cloud based conveyancing
system designed by New Zealand Lawyers for New Zealand

Lawyers Professionals and Conveyancers

www.conveyit.co.nz           0508 33 22 88

most general level, and the only jurisdic-
tions covered are the United Kingdom, 
United States, Australia and New Zealand. 
Canada, South Africa and other compa-
rable English derived justice systems are 
not covered. This is not a criticism, but an 
observation. Obviously more specialist 
texts are required by those looking for an 
authoritative account of law across par-
ticular jurisdictions.

The only other reader review I found 
online was more succinct than mine: “5/5 
stars: Easy to read and riveting.”1 Personally, 
I did not find the book riveting, but that 
is a matter of preference and certainly no 
fault of the author’s.  

The careful presentation and clear lan-
guage make the book easy to read. Many 
will find the real cases and studies discussed 
riveting, or at least engaging. Certainly, the 
book is not overly dry or dense. Overall, this 
is a good contemporary exposition of many 
emerging issues in genetics and justice.  

Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, October 2015, 
978-1-783478-81-1, 260 pages, hardcover and 
e-book, US$125 (p&h not included).

Chris Macklin is a senior prosecutor and partner 
at Gordon & Pilditch in Rotorua. He specialises 
in criminal prosecutions, but also regularly con-
ducts regulatory prosecutions, including prose-
cutions under the Civil Aviation Act 1990, and the 
Resource Management Act 1991. Chris also acts 
for the Police in proceeds of crime litigation. He 
is a member of the New Zealand Law Society’s 
Criminal Law Committee.

1 Caveat - I do not have ready access to 
academic journal databases online, and 
there are bound to be more involved 
reviews in such sources.  The cited 
review: https://books.google.co.nz/books/
about/Genetics_Crime_and_Justice.
html?id=HpFHCgAAQBAJ&redir_esc=y.

Robin Anderson
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On 30 September 2015 2,044 people were in 
immigration detention in Australia.

About half of those people were illegal 
arrivals, about one quarter overstayers and 
about one quarter people whose visas had 
been cancelled. The number of people in 
immigration detention peaked in 2013 when 
around 13,000 people were in immigration 
detention1.

Of the people currently in detention, 
195 are recorded as New Zealanders (174 
men and 21 women). The largest nation-
ality by representation are Iranians. Due 
to sustained pressure from the Australian 
Human Rights Commission and community 
groups, the position of children in immi-
gration detention has been addressed by 
statutory amendment and change in policy, 
although a terrible legacy remains.

It should be noted that the above total 
of immigration detainees does not include 
1,565 people currently held in “regional 
processing centres” in Nauru and Papua 
New Guinea. These facilities exist as part 
of Australia’s “third country processing 
regime”. The Australian Human Rights 
Commission has noted that this regime may 
lead to breaches of Australia’s human rights 
obligations (see https://www.humanrights.
gov.au/our-work/asylum-seekers-and-
refugees/projects/transfer-asylum-seekers-
third-countries).

Kiwis in detention
New Zealanders are permitted to live in 
Australia permanently under “special 
category visas” provided that they satisfy 
security, character and health requirements 
and remain of good character.

Section 501 of the Migration Act 1958 
enables a visa for a person living in Australia 
to be cancelled. The grounds are character 
based and invoked in the case of a person 
sentenced to imprisonment for 12 months 
or more. Under the law before 1998, such 
action could only be taken in respect of a 

By Peter Tierney

Immigration detention in 
Australia – what’s going on?

person who had resided in Australia for less 
than 10 years. That is no longer the case.

People who have their visas cancelled 
fall within Australia’s policy of manda-
tory detention for “unlawful non-citizens” 
which means that they must be detained 
in immigration detention unless subject 
to a residence determination permitting 
them to enjoy “community detention”. 
It is not clear from the public statistics if 
there are New Zealanders currently living 
in the community in Australia following 
residence determinations and, if so, how 
many there are.

The fact that some of those who have had 
their visas cancelled have lived in Australia 
for years does not prevent the cancellation 

of residence visas or the imposition of immigration detention. The case 
of a New Zealand mother of four who spent 30 months in immigration 
detention2 suggests that it is not easy to avoid immigration detention in 
such circumstances.

Rights for detainees
The Australian Human Rights Commission has spent more than a decade 
advocating against the policy of mandatory detention on the grounds that 
it can lead to arbitrary and prolonged detention (in breach of Australia’s 
obligations under Article 9(1) of the International Covenant of Civil and 
Political Rights), particularly where detainees seek to challenge the deci-
sions taken in relation to their entry into or entitlement to remain in 
Australia. So far, Australian governments have adhered to this rigid policy. 
The Human Rights Commission has published information about the 
rights of detainees which can be accessed from its website (see https://
www.humanrights.gov.au/our-work/asylum-seekers-and-refugees/publications/
human-rights-standards-immigration-detention).

It should be noted that Australia does not have a Bill of Rights. Two 
jurisdictions (the Australian Capital Territory and Victoria) have enacted 
human rights legislation that applies to laws with their jurisdictions but 
no such protection exists at the Commonwealth level.

Australian human rights are protected by the courts in Australia by 
reference to the Constitution and common law principles, such as the 
principle of legality. The Human Rights Commission is not a “court” and 
has no ability to make orders binding the executive government.

The High Court of Australia has reviewed immigration detention and the 
actions of Australia’s immigration authorities on a number of occasions. 
The precise limits which the Court is prepared to place on immigration 

❝ It should 
be noted that 

Australia does 
not have a Bill 

of Rights 

Peter Tierney
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detention are still uncertain.
The separation of powers between the executive and 

judicial branches of government in Australia is enshrined 
in Ch III of the Australian Constitution. Detention by the 
executive is capable of being unconstitutional if it exceeds 
executive authority, for example if it becomes “punitive”3.

While in Lim and Plaintiff S4/20144 the High Court laid 
down potential limits to immigration detention (requiring 
that it be not “punitive” and be reasonably capable of being 
seen as necessary to carry out the relevant purposes of 
the Migration Act), in Al Kateb5 the High Court concluded, 
in the case of a stateless man, that immigration detention 
could potentially be indefinite.

Although in Vasiljkovic v Commonwealth6 two justices 
of the High Court rejected the suggestion that the rights 
under Ch III of the Constitution benefit only citizens and 
not aliens, more recently, in CPCF v Minister for Immigration 
and Border Protection 7 four justices of the High Court marked 
the practical limits of that indistinction in suggesting that 
any damages recoverable by an unlawful non citizen for 
unlawful imprisonment in Australia could be effected by 
the lack of liberty of such persons.

Two of the justices (Justices Keiffel and Keane) suggested 
that only nominal damages could be awarded. While that 
authority may be limited to compensatory claims aris-
ing from detention, it is nevertheless of concern that the 
removal of liberty by the executive’s policy of mandatory 
detention may itself limit rights in relation to that detention.

Christmas Island
Christmas Island is located approximately 2,600kms from 
Perth and 500km south of Indonesia. It is an external 
Territory of Australia. Apart from immigration detainees, 
it has about 2,000 people living there.

The immigration detention facility on Christmas Island 
is one of the seven such facilities operated by Australia; 
the others all being on the Australian mainland.

It is easy to understand why people detained on 
Christmas Island would find it intimidating and isolating. 
What is more difficult to understand is why people taken 

into immigration detention from the Australian mainland 
would be transported there.

Recent riots at the facility have again highlighted con-
cerns about its operation, which is shrouded in secrecy. 
(Such secrecy has also been applied to other “operational” 
aspects of Australian border protection – such as whether 
or not Australian agents have paid money to boat captains 
conveying asylum seekers to Australia to induce them to 
travel back to Indonesia.)

In Australia there is a distinction recognised between 
the substitution of an unlawful form of imprisonment 
for one which has been authorised and the imposition 
of harsh or restrictive conditions to imprisonment which 
is nonetheless authorised and lawful; the former being 
actionable but the latter not so8. Unfortunately, this dis-
tinction is unlikely to assist New Zealanders detained on 
Christmas Island.

You may find these issues disturbing. I hope that it 
may assist you to read that many of your colleagues in 
Australia certainly do.

Peter Tierney is a barrister sole based in Dunedin and Sydney 
who divides his time working between New Zealand and Australia. 
He practises both criminal and civil law and is also a qualified 
mediator in both countries. His main areas of practice include torts, 
estate litigation and advice, contractual and business disputes, 
Trans-Tasman legal issues and professional liability matters.

1 Department of Immigration and Border Protection statistics.
2 See the AHRC report: https://www.humanrights.gov.au/

publications/background-paper-human-rights-issues-raised-visa-
refusal-or-cancellation-under-sectio-3.

3 Chu Kheng Lim v Minister for Immigration [1992] HCA 64 (8 
December 1992).

4 Plaintiff S4/2014 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection 
[2014] HCA 34 (11 September 2014).

5 Al-Kateb v Godwin [2004] HCA 37 (6 August 2004).
6 [2006] HCA 40 (3 August 2006) per Gummow and Hayne at 

83.
7 [2015] HCA 1 (28 January 2015).
8 TD v The State of New South Wales [2013] NSWCA 32 (26 

February 2013) per Basten JA 55ff.
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Nominate them today for a 2016 ILANZ Award at ilanz.org  

Recognise an outstanding in-house lawyer or legal team
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The Law Foundation has an established 
track record of supporting projects that 
shed light on controversial issues.

Over the years, we have backed many 
projects that give new, sometimes chal-
lenging perspectives on topical subjects. 
I listed four current projects of this nature 
in my first column this year; on surrogacy 
law, ACC appeals, New Zealand’s war on 
Islamic State, and bringing a feminist per-
spective to legal judgements.

Another good example was last year’s 
report on New Zealand’s human rights 
record by AUT Professor Judy McGregor 
and a team of expert researchers. It found 
that our international image as a human 
rights leader was not matched by our record 
of implementing and promoting our human 
rights obligations at home.

In supporting these projects, the 
Foundation is very clear about its role: we 
are emphatically not an advocacy organisa-
tion. We want to inform opinion and debate 
by supporting high-quality new thinking, 
but the views expressed by the researchers 
are not the views of the Foundation.

We recently funded work on another 
current, highly charged issue – the Trans-
Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPPA). This 
has been a high profile issue this year, 
dominating media headlines and politi-
cal debate – yet when the deal was being 
signed in Auckland, I found it interesting 
that within the ranks of those protesting 
there was a wide range of concerns. These 
covered those who had limited knowledge 
but were concerned because of the lack of 
publicly available information, concerns 
at the secrecy, concerns from those who 
had tried to do their investigations and 
had real concerns, and those who freely 
acknowledged that they knew little, if any-
thing, about the issues involved, but had a 
gut instinct it might not be good for them 
because of the lack of information available.

To me, this underlines the importance 
of supporting work that helps inform and 
demystify complex issues like the TPPA 
for ordinary people who would otherwise 
struggle to understand it.

For that reason, we supported a series 

of expert analyses on aspects of the TPPA. 
The work was co-ordinated by Auckland 
University Law Professor Jane Kelsey and 
Barry Coates, former executive director 
of Oxfam New Zealand. Professor Kelsey 
has brought together a series of expert, 
peer-reviewed analyses that take an objec-
tive rather than an advocacy approach to 
some key issues raised by the agreement.

The papers cover TPPA provisions, their 
implications for policy and impacts on 
New Zealand society. They provide source 
material for researchers, MPs, professional 
bodies, NGOs, trade unions, journalists, 
activists and opinion formers to inform 
debate. This series of papers is not a com-
prehensive formal impact assessment of the 
TPPA, although Professor Kelsey believes 
that a full study should be carried out on 
the agreement and its implications.

The analyses currently comprise six 
papers:

 ▪ Treaty making, parliamentary democ-
racy, regulatory sovereignty and the rule 
of law – TPPA timeline, text, New Zealand 
treaty making process, US congressional 
process, status, regulatory sovereignty, 
enforcement (author, Professor Kelsey);

 ▪ The economics of the TPPA – Modelling 
the benefits of the TPPA, key issues for 
agriculture and trade rules, implica-
tions for value chains, economic impli-
cations of regulatory restraints, flawed 
model for the 21st century agreement 
(authors, Barry Coates and Professor Tim 
Hazledine, Auckland University; Rod 
Oram, journalist; and Dr Geoff Bertram, 
Victoria University);

 ▪ Investment – Coverage, sovereign right 
to regulate, specific policy issues, inves-
tor-state dispute settlement (author, 
Amokura Kawharu, Auckland University);

 ▪ Environment and climate change – 
Governance, environmental objectives, 
UN environmental treaties, endangered 
species, fishing, enforcement, inves-
tor-state dispute settlement, climate 
change, genetically modified food 
(author, Simon Terry, Sustainability 
Council);

 ▪ Māori rights, Treaty of Waitangi and the 

By Lynda Hagen

Stimulating public debate – the TPPA

TPP – Tino rangatiratanga and active pro-
tection, traditional knowledge, biodiver-
sity, environment, UN Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Waitangi 
Tribunal claim, Treaty of Waitangi excep-
tion, economic gains and costs to Māori, 
post-agreement process (authors, Dr 
Carwyn Jones, Victoria University; and 
Associate Professor Claire Charters, 
Andrew Erueti and Professor Kelsey, 
Auckland University); and

 ▪ Implications of TPPA for local government – 
local democracy, economic development, 
procurement, public-private partner-
ships, water, Crown-controlled organ-
isations, Treaty of Waitangi, sustaina-
bility, investor-state dispute settlement 
(authors, Tony Holman, former Auckland 
City Councillor; Richard Northey, former 
MP and former lecturer in political 
studies and Professor Kelsey, Auckland 
University).

All these papers can be viewed at https://
tpplegal.wordpress.com/nzlf-expert-paper-
series. A further five papers will be added 
soon, covering: finance – financial regula-
tion, cross-border flows, capital controls, 
taxation, etc; IPRs, copyright, the inter-
net and data flows; health – medicines, 
Pharmac, tobacco exception etc; labour 
rights – performance requirements, inves-
tor-state dispute settlements etc; and public 
services – public-private partnerships, local 
government, SOEs etc.
The Foundation also contributed to 
Professor Kelsey’s travel last year to various 
locations where the deal was being nego-
tiated, to assist her work on the detailed 
provisions of the agreement.

For more information on these and other 
projects, visit www.lawfoundation.org.nz.

Lynda Hagen is the Executive Director of the 
New Zealand Law Foundation.

Lynda Hagen
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The Continuing Professional Development (CPD) declaration 
deadline is approaching. You may be considering what 
needs to be in your CPDPR (CPD plan and record) and 
how to construct a good reflective statement.

One objective of the CPD scheme is to increase compe-
tency of New Zealand lawyers.

The CPD scheme has a focus on encouraging lawyers 
to identify what is important for their professional devel-
opment and to reflect on the outcomes of their learning.

What needs to be in my plan?
The basic check list is as follows:

 ▪ your learning needs;
 ▪ an action plan;
 ▪ an activity record;
 ▪ your reflections on each of your learning activities – 
outcomes and future learning needs; and

 ▪ attendance verification.
To identify your learning needs consider:

 ▪ your identified areas of required development. Look 
for opportunities to increase your skills in areas in 
which you are less proficient;

 ▪ new law and procedures – learning about develop-
ments in your area of practice; and

 ▪ your career aspirations – what are your goals?
Your action plan should state:

 ▪ what activities you intend to complete. When con-
sidering your learning activities, focus on what will 
enable you to achieve your identified needs. There are 
multiple ways to engage in learning – courses, per-
sonal study groups, seminars, teaching, professional 
writing, law reform and many more. Investigate what 
is best for you and check that it meets the criteria set 
out in the CPD Rules.

Your reflections should consider for each CPD activity:

 ▪ what you learnt;
 ▪ why this learning was important;
 ▪ how this learning may impact on you as a professional;
 ▪ how it has improved your practice in a certain area;
 ▪ who else might benefit from the learning;
 ▪ if the learning met your identified needs and if not, 
why; and

 ▪ how that learning informs your next learning steps.

Writing reflective statements
This is one of the most valuable parts of your CPDPR.

These statements must be your own personal reflec-
tions based on your individual learning plan – one size 

By Ken Trass

Constructing your CPDPR

does not fit all.
The following examples may help.

For reflecting retrospectively you could use:
I used to think that to resolve a conflict 

I could … but I now understand that …
This learning clarified my understand-

ing of the implications of the new Health 
and Safety at Work Act 2015 on landlords 
because …

As a result of my learning, I find that I am 
able to communicate more clearly with 
my clients.
For inward or outward focused type reflec-
tion you might start with:

I learnt that the new intervention rule 
means that …

I observed that other practitioners used 
a far more comprehensive approach to …

Clients have commented that they find 
my fee structure and client care informa-
tion more …
Future focused reflection could begin with:

Next time I will remember that to complete 
this … competently I will …

As a result of this learning I will …

Ken Trass is the New Zealand Law Society’s 
Professional Development Manager.

Ken Trass

CPD declarations are 
due on 31 March 2016

For a full and comprehensive set of guidelines for 
the CPD Rules see the ‘Quicklink’ – Continuing 
Professional Development – on the homepage of 
the NZLS website.

If you have any queries about the CPD scheme, making 
declarations or maintaining a CPDPR please email 
Ken Trass at Ken.Trass@lawsociety.org.nz or phone 
0800 22 30 30 during normal office hours.
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PROGRAMME PRESENTERS CONTENT WHERE WHEN

BREAKFAST

lAW FiRMS ANd THE 
“AGE OF THE CliENT”

  
1.5 CPD hours

Carl White What matters and why – client experience is how your 
client judges the value you give them, the quality of your 
legal work and whether the outcome you achieved was 
acceptable.  Attend this breakfast to learn the steps to gain 
market advantage in the new “Age of the Client”.

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

12 Apr

13 Apr

14 Apr

CiVil liTiGATiON

TORTS uPdATE

  
3.5 CPD hours

  
2 CPD hours

Andrew Barker
Professor Geoff McLay

The law of torts continues to evolve at a fast pace and it is 
important that you are up-to-date as possible. This practical 
seminar will focus on the most important recent decisions 
and what those cases mean for your clients’ cases, and how 
you can better argue those cases on their behalf.

Dunedin

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

Webinar

12 Apr

13 Apr

14 Apr

18 Apr

14 Apr

ExPERT WiTNESS 
PROGRAMME

  
13.5 CPD hours

Director: 
Peter Churchman QC

This practical two-day programme focuses entirely on 
working with expert witnesses. You will receive mentoring 
from experienced faculty members and valuers from Deloitte 
on how to brief, examine and cross-examine experts. The 
course is designed for all litigators from civil, criminal, family 
and other specialist jurisdictions with at least five years’ 
experience.

Wellington 30 Jun -  
1 Jul

liTiGATiON SKillS

  
55 CPD hours

Director: 
Ian Gault

This highly regarded residential week-long advocacy training 
course is open to applicants with at least two years’ litigation 
experience. It’s hard work, great fun and most participants 
say it’s the most effective value-for-money course they’ve 
ever attended! Applications close Wednesday 1 June 2016.

Christchurch 14-20 Aug

COMPANy & COMMERCiAl 

COMMERCiAl lAW 
iNTENSiVE

  
6.5 CPD hours

Chair: John Horner Commercial lawyers face the constant challenge of keeping 
abreast of on-going significant reform and developments 
in core areas of their practice. This intensive is essential for 
all lawyers, in private practice, public sector and in-house, 
advising clients on commercial matters seeking to ensure 
their knowledge remains current.

Auckland

Wellington

Live Web Stream

4 Apr

6 Apr

6 Apr

iNTROduCTiON TO 
COMPANy lAW

  
13 CPD hours

John Horner
Ben Johnston
Andrew Leete
Mark Odlin
Graeme Switzer
Daniel Wong

This practical “transaction” based two-day workshop will 
equip you with the knowledge and understanding to deal 
with the purchase, establishment, operation and sale of a 
business. 

Wellington

Christchurch

Auckland

16-17 May

23-24 May

26-27 May

CRiMiNAl 

duTy lAWyER TRAiNiNG 
PROGRAMME

  
11* CPD hours

Local Presenters Duty lawyers are critical to the smooth running of a District 
Court list. Here is a way to gain more of the knowledge and 
skills you need to join this important group. This workshop is 
made up of several parts.
*CPD hours may vary, see website

Various Feb-Nov

iNTROduCTiON TO 
CRiMiNAl lAW PRACTiCE

  
13 CPD hours

Noel Sainsbury A practical two-day workshop covering the fundamentals of 
being an effective criminal lawyer. This workshop will benefit 
all practitioners wanting to be appointed to level one of the 
criminal legal aid list, and those recently appointed to level 
one.

Wellington

Auckland

7-8 Apr

14-15 Apr

EMPlOyMENT

HEAlTH ANd SAFETy 
iN EMPlOyMENT lAW 
iNTENSiVE

  
6 CPD hours

Chair: Brent Stanaway The new Health and Safety at Work Act is anticipated to 
come into force in early April 2016. It introduces fundamental 
changes including; duties being framed around a “person 
conducting a business or undertaking”, increased penalties 
and a tiered penalty regime, and imposition of a positive 
duty of due diligence on directors and those in senior 
management. This intensive, considers what the new 
landscape might look like and how to prepare for it, and 
focuses on being proactive rather than reactive.

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

Live Web Stream

21 Mar

22 Mar

23 Mar

22 Mar

For our Full CPd calendar with programme details see www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

CPD Calendar
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NATuRAl JuSTiCE iN 
EMPlOyMENT

  
1 CPD hour

Andrew Scott-Howman Tribunals in the employment jurisdiction have, for some time, 
been expressly required to adhere to the principle of natural 
justice. This webinar will look at key developments in this 
area and the practical steps that you can take to help ensure 
that your clients comply with developing natural justice 
requirements.

Webinar 11 Apr

EduCATiON

EduCATiON lAW 
iNTENSiVE

  
6.5 CPD hours

Chair: 
Patrick Walsh

A must for lawyers consulting to or on school boards, 
principals and senior managers, as well as Boards of Trustees 
members. This day will look at the latest issues including 
employment, student issues - social media, jurisdiction 
and freedom of expression, accommodating special needs, 
education council and healthy & safety reforms.

Auckland 

Wellington

30 May

31 May

FAMily 

lAWyER FOR CHild 

  
18.5 CPD hours

Catriona Doyle
Hana Ellis
Jo Leech

This workshop has been designed to ensure participants 
have the opportunity to develop the full range of skills, 
knowledge and attitudes required to carry out the role of 
Lawyer for Child effectively. 

Wellington 16-18 Mar

VulNERABlE CHildREN 
– CyPF ACT uPdATE

  
3.5 CPD hours

  
2 CPD hours

Robert Bowe
Dr Allan Cooke
Hana Ellis

This seminar will discuss the practical implications of 
changes implemented by the Vulnerable Children Act and 
the CYPF (Vulnerable Children) Amendment Act, in respect 
of children and young persons subject to proceedings under 
the CYPF Act and the parents and caregivers of those 
children.

Dunedin

Christchurch

Wellington

Hamilton

Auckland

Webinar

11 Apr

12 Apr

13 Apr

18 Apr

19 Apr

13 Apr

EldER lAW iNTENSiVE

  
6 CPD hours

Chair: Chris Kelly Attend this day to be updated on the latest issues; the 
changing face of NZ, intergenerational living, enduring powers 
of attorney and the PPPR Act, reverse mortgages, privacy 
and confidentiality, trusts – the ageing trustee, and the Public 
Trust.

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

Live Web Stream

10 May

11 May

12 May

11 May

MEdiATiON FOR 
lAWyERS PART B – 
FAMily

  
15 CPD hours

Virginia Goldblatt
Denise Evans

For those with with recent approved prior mediation training, 
including our Part A course. This programme will be an 
opportunity to practise mediation skills in the family area and 
then to be assessed on them. Strictly limited numbers with  
pre-course work required.

Wellington 20-22 May

PRACTiCE & PROFESSiONAl SKillS

iNFluENTiAl 
PRESENTATiONS

  
3.5 CPD hours

Brenda Ratcliff A workshop that will teach you how to influence others and 
learn techniques to: understand which visual tools to use to 
avoid disengaging or overwhelming your audience; structure 
your presentation to maintain a fully engaged audience; 
use confident body language to support key messages and 
handle questions with assurance and poise.

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

4 Apr

5 Apr

6 Apr

STEPPiNG uP – 
FOuNdATiON FOR 
PRACTiSiNG ON OWN 
ACCOuNT 

  
18.5 CPD hours

Director: 
Stuart Spicer

All lawyers wishing to practise on their own account whether 
alone, in partnership, in an incorporated practice or as a 
barrister, will be required to complete this course. (Note: 
From 1 October 2012 all lawyers applying to be barristers sole 
are required to complete Stepping Up). Developed with the 
support of the New Zealand Law Foundation.

Christchurch

Auckland 2

Wellington

Auckland 3

5-7 May

7-9 Jul

8-10 Sep

17-19 Nov

TiME MASTERy FOR 
lAWyERS 

  
6 CPD hours

Frank Sanitate This practical, skills-based workshop will help you to plan, 
prioritise, delegate and communicate. You will practise new 
ways of working to: eliminate time stress; achieve greater 
productivity; increase your billable hours without increasing 
your hours of work; and improve your work-life balance.

Auckland

Wellington

Christchurch

21 Mar

23 Mar

30 Mar

TRuST ACCOuNT 
AdMiNiSTRATOR 

  
3.5 CPD hours

David Littlefair How do you keep a trust account in good order? This training 
is for new trust accounting staff, legal executives, legal 
secretaries and office managers.

Various Mar

To contact us  |  Visit: www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

 Email: cle@lawyerseducation.co.nz  |  Phone: CLE information on 0800 333 111.

Online registration and payment can be made at: 
www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

More over page
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PRACTiCE ANd PROFESSiONAl SKillS

WOMEN iN THE lAW 
– CAREER By dESiGN 
WORKiNG CONFERENCE

  
6 CPD hours

Chair: Cathy Quinn This conference will promote effective strategies for cultural 
change to enable women into leadership roles, will consider 
the curly question of quotas, provide advice on financial 
planning and offer practical workshops on recognising and 
acquiring personal qualities that impact on your career. 

Wellington

Auckland

Live Web Stream

11 Apr

12 Apr

11 Apr

uNdERSTANdiNG 
MEdiATiON – MEdiATiON 
FOR lAWyERS PART A 

  
14.5 CPD hours

Virginia Goldblatt;
plus either
David Patten; OR
Geoff Sharp

Mediation knowledge and skills are an increasingly important 
adjunct to legal practice. Many more clients are taking disputes 
to mediation (because it works) and the more that their legal 
advisers know about how it works the better. In addition, 
practice as a mediator extends the service that lawyers can 
offer the public.

Auckland

Wellington

15-17 Apr

28-30 Oct

CyBER lAW 
CONFERENCE

  
7 CPD hours

Chair:  
Judge David Harvey

A great line up of sessions to look at the latest issues, 
developments and challenges in this fast paced and rapidly 
changing areas.  Includes sessions on: Dark Side of the 
Internet, Cyber Security and the role of lawyers, Internet of 
Things (i.e. Apple Watch, Fit Bit), Tech contracts, BIG DATA 
and much more

Auckland

Wellington

Live Web Stream

5 May

6 May

6 May

MĀORi PROTOCOlS

  
3 CPD hours

  
2 CPD hours

Tai Ahu
David Jones

It is often said that when meeting people for the first time 
that initial impressions are important and this is particularly 
applicable in business. This seminar will outline key protocols 
and provide practical advice for meeting with Māori in 
“informal” and “formal” business situations in order to help 
foster successful relationships and outcomes for all parties.

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

Webinar

16 May

17 May

18 May

17 May

lAWyER AS NEGOTiATOR

  
11.5 CPD hours

Jane Chart Including hands on practice and feedback, this workshop 
examines different strategies and tactics, and offers tools for 
dealing with difficult negotiators, breaking impasses, and for 
addressing specific issues which you might wish to raise.

Auckland

Wellington

10-11 May

24-25 May

PROPERTy

AdlS SAlE & PuRCHASE 
AGREEMENT

  
3 CPD hours

  
2 CPD hours

Don McMorland
Julian Smith

This seminar updates lawyers on key matters relating to 
the transfer of properties where the standard REINZ/ADLS 
agreement for sale and purchase has been used. It aims to 
expand existing knowledge on key issues and legal concepts 
that will be encountered by lawyers when undertaking 
property transactions.

Christchurch

Wellington

Auckland

Webinar

2 May

3 May

4 May

3 May

iN SHORT - AuCKlANd

ESTATE PlANNiNG – 
diGiTAl TECHNOlOGy

  
1.5 CPD hours

Lincoln Watson The effect of an increasingly digitized world is far reaching 
and is having  a profound impact on the legal profession, 
and this includes clients’ wills. This presentation will touch 
upon some key developments in the estate planning arena 
and the online channel so you are in a better position to take 
advantage of current and future trends and opportunities.

Auckland 17 Mar

SHAREHOldER 
REMEdiES – diSPuTES 
ANd dEAdlOCK

  
2 CPD hours

Matthew Harris
Nathanael Starrenburg 

Disputes between shareholders in privately-held companies 
can deadlock the board and paralyse the company. This 
presentation will consider, from the perspectives of a 
corporate lawyer and a litigator, how your clients can be 
prepared for shareholder disputes with their corporate 
arrangements, and the remedies available when disputes 
arise. 

Auckland 22 Mar

EMPlOyMENT – 
REduNdANCy

  
2 CPD hours

Rebecca Rendle 
Shan Wilson

Care must be taken when declaring an employee’s  position 
redundant and the courts can and will enquire into the 
merits of the decision. This presentation will look at the 
key developments and will help ensure that you are able to 
provide your clients with robust advice in this area whether 
you are representing the employee or the employer.

Auckland 7 Apr

PROPERTy – AuCTiON 
SAlES

  
2 CPD hours

Campbell Dunoon
Ian Jespersen

Auction sales have become a popular way of conducting 
sales of Real Estate particularly in the Auckland market 
with the number of auctions now representing a majority of 
transactions for the first time. This presentation will look at 
the unique challenges of selling properties by auction and 
provide advice that will help you ensure that this process 
proceeds as smoothly as possible for your clients.

Auckland 14 Apr

For our Full CPd calendar with programme details see www.lawyerseducation.co.nz

CPD Calendar



Lawyers 
Complaints Service

No threat was 
made, LCRO 
rules
A lawyers standards committee finding 
that a lawyer, B, was guilty of unsatisfac-
tory conduct after the committee found he 
had made a threat for an improper purpose 
has been reversed by the Legal Complaints 
Review Officer.

A fine of $1,000 and costs of $750 there-
fore no longer stand, the LCRO said in RC 
v ZN LCRO 74/2012.

B acted for a company which was owed 
money by two companies of which the 
complainant, Ms C, was a director. The debts 
were acknowledged and it was agreed they 
would be paid by instalments.

Before the debts were repaid in full, one 
of the debtor companies changed its name 
and it then requested to be struck off the 
register of companies on the grounds that 
it had ceased to carry on business in New 
Zealand.

In support of the request, Ms C made the 
required declaration that the company: “… 
has ceased to carry on business, and has 
discharged in full its liabilities to all known 
creditors, and has distributed its surplus 
assets in accordance with its constitution 
and the Companies Act [1993]”.

Having learned of this, B wrote to Ms C 
reminding her that the debt to his client 
had not been repaid in full. He concluded 
his letter with the following paragraphs:

“It may be that funds to pay the debt 
owed by [Company A] to [Company B] were 
put aside when you made the declaration of 
solvency quoted above, but that payment 
was inadvertently overlooked.

“The purpose of this letter is to remind 
you of the debt owed to [Company B] and 
to invite payment in accordance with 

is made, proceedings will be issued. That is 
a mere statement of intention and cannot 
be considered in any way to be a ‘threat’ for 
an ‘improper purpose’. The proper purpose 
of any lawyer instructed to recover a debt 
is to do just that, ie recover a debt.”

The LCRO referred to his previous deci-
sion (UF v OU 90/2011) in which he consid-
ered that the proper test was to consider 
whether or not there was an ulterior motive 
in “threatening” to take a particular course 
of action.

The LCRO also stated that: “A require-
ment that Ms [C] arrange for payment of 
an undisputed debt by the company of 
which she was a director, can hardly be 
considered to be an ‘improper purpose’. It 
was perfectly proper for [B] to make that 
demand.”

It is “quite clear”, the LCRO said, that B 
did not intend his letter to be perceived as 
a “threat” and indeed it may have been an 
“empty” threat if funds were in fact in place 
to clear the debt due to B’s client. What is 
also clear, is that the finding of unsatisfac-
tory conduct has proceeded on a reasonably 
narrow interpretation of the rule.

“At most, I consider that [B] did not exer-
cise good judgement in writing as he did 
to Ms [C] but I can discern no real threat 
in the content of the letter as there was a 
possibility that the declaration was indeed 
true,” the LCRO said.

“If [B] had taken the step of writing 
immediately to the Companies Office this 
could have been seen as somewhat per-
emptory and malicious if it turned out that 
Ms [C] had made provision for payment of 
the debt outstanding.”

As the decision “will be of interest to 
any lawyer acting to recover a debt due 
to the lawyer’s client,” the LCRO ordered 
that the anonymised facts of the decision 
and the outcome be published in LawTalk.

your declaration that [Company A] has 
discharged its liabilities in full.

“If payment is not received within 14 
days, we will be forced to the conclusion 
that [Company A] was/is unable to dis-
charge its liabilities in full, and that your 
declaration of solvency may have breached 
s 377 Companies Act 1993 – and we will refer 
the matter to the authorities for further 
investigation.”

Three questions
The LCRO considered the scope of rule 
2.7 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 
(Lawyers: Conduct and Client Care) Rules 
2008. This rule states that: “A lawyer must 
not threaten, expressly or by implication, 
to make any accusation against a person 
or to disclose something about any person 
for any improper purpose”.
There were three main questions the LCRO 
needed to consider, it said:

 ▪ Did B threaten Ms C?
 ▪ Was there an accusation?
 ▪ Was the “threat” made for an “improper 
purpose”?
If the company was, in fact, able to meet 

its debts, the LCRO said, then B’s stated 
intention to advise the authorities could 
not be considered to have been a threat.

“Only Ms [C] knew whether she had made 
a truthful declaration or not and I accept 
therefore that [B] did not know whether 
his stated intention constituted a ‘threat’ 
as defined, or not.”

Nor did the LCRO consider that “any 
communication by [B] to the Companies 
Office would or could be in the form of an 
accusation. It would be more in the nature 
of a statement of fact, that notwithstanding 
the declaration that the company was able 
to pay its debts, there were undisputed 
debts owing to [B]’s client”.

Proper purpose
As submitted for B, “lawyers will often make 
a statement that unless payment of a debt 
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ILANZ
29th Annual Conference
www.ilanz.org/conference-2016

12 - 13 MAY 2016 NELSON
REGISTER NOW!

Fined for breach 
of undertaking
Two lawyers from the same firm, who were 
found to have breached an undertaking, 
have each been censured and fined $750 
by a lawyers standards committee.

The complainant was a lawyer, C, who 
was acting for the purchasers in a property 
transaction. C stated that on settlement 
date, the firm acting for the vendors gave 
an undertaking that stated:

“We undertake that we have certified and 
signed the instruments listed below and 
we further undertake immediately upon 
receiving your undertaking that you have 
deposited the sum of $180,738.54 into our 
trust account in accordance with our set-
tlement requirements:
1  “To release the following instruments 

from the Landonline Workspace into 
your control
a  Transfer for Computer Freehold 

Register [number given]
b  Discharge of Mortgage [number given]

2  Not to attempt to withdraw such a release 
or attempt any alteration of such instru-
ments following settlement or release

3  To instruct the agent to release the keys 
to the purchaser (if applicable).”

C then received a telephone call on settle-
ment date from one of the lawyers acting 
for the vendors, D. She advised that they 

would not be releasing the e-dealing into 
the purchaser’s control as undertaken, as 
they could not pay the required settlement 
amount to their clients.

C stated that the reason for this was not 
made completely clear but that D men-
tioned that they could not pay the required 
settlement amount to their client’s bank.

In response to the complaint, the other 
lawyer from the firm acting for the ven-
dors, E, explained that D had made the 
mistake of providing the undertaking to 
the purchaser’s lawyers before receiving 
confirmation from the mortgagee of the 
amount required for settlement.

Delay acknowledged
Both D and E acknowledged that there was 
a delay in honouring the undertaking as 
D had been unable to comply with the 
bank’s requirements to effect discharge 
of the mortgage. D submitted there was 
no intent to deceive or mislead when she 
provided the undertaking and that at the 
time when she provided it, she did not 
know that the sale proceeds would be 
insufficient to repay the mortgage.

C submitted that the breach was of a 
continuing nature which had significant 
implications for the purchasers. An urgent 
caveat had to be registered, the purchas-
ers were in breach of the loan agreement 
due to the failure to register their bank’s 
mortgage, their plans for the property to be 
rented out were delayed and they had the 
added anxiety of not knowing what was 

happening to their funds and the transfer 
of ownership.

Following the failed settlement, C said, 
he requested D to return his clients’ funds 
should her firm not be able to satisfy its 
undertaking to release the e-dealing into the 
purchaser’s control. C said that D informed 
him that her firm would not be returning 
the funds.

Both D and E acknowledged, without 
reservation, that they were unable to 
comply with the undertaking. E further 
submitted that while there was a delay with 
the undertaking, it was met as settlement 
was completed.

There was a “clear breach” of the under-
taking by D and E, as settlement could not 
be completed on the agreed settlement date, 
the committee said.

Breaches very serious
Any breach of undertaking “is a very serious 
matter”, even though the breach may not 
have been intentional.

The committee noted that there were 
numerous dicta to the effect that the ability 
of others to rely on the undertakings of 
lawyers “is of fundamental importance”.

The committee quoted the Legal Services 
Tribunal in Vincent Cofini [1994] NSWLST 
25, which said:

“Undertakings are given by legal practi-
tioners for the specific purpose of enabling 
legal activities to be carried out …

“Without enforcement, undertakings 
would be worthless, persons and Courts 
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would be unable to rely on the word of 
the legal practitioner and this aspect of 
legal practice, that demands compliance 
for legal efficiency, would collapse.”

The committee also said it was of the 
view that D and E should have returned 
the purchasers’ funds to them as soon as 
it became apparent that they would not 
be in a position to honour the undertaking 
provided.

“Had [D] and [E] immediately returned 
the funds to [the purchaser’s lawyer], the 
consequences may well have been differ-
ent,” the committee said in finding D and 
E guilty of unsatisfactory conduct.

The committee said it considered it 
appropriate to order D and E to pay C 
compensation in the amount of C’s fees 
and the loss which he suffered as a result 
of D’s and E’s breach of undertaking.

As well as the censure and fine, the 
committee ordered D and E to each pay 
C compensation of $1,901.25 and to each 
pay the Law Society $250 costs.

Censured for 
breaching 
judicial order
Auckland lawyer Yoon Boo Lee has been 
censured and fined $2,000 for breaching 
an order made by a District Court Judge.

The New Zealand Lawyers and 
Conveyancers Disciplinary Tribunal, in 
[2015] NZLCDT 33, found Mr Lee guilty of 
unsatisfactory conduct.

While he was acting on behalf of a client 
during lengthy litigation proceedings, a 
District Court Judge made a costs order 
against him personally. The Judge also 
directed that, until these costs were paid, 
Mr Lee was not to act further for his client 
in the litigation.

One week later, Mr Lee twice contacted 
the lawyer for the real estate agent who 

held the deposit for the land transaction 
in dispute.

The costs order made by the District Court 
Judge was later set aside on appeal in the 
High Court.

“To add some context to Mr Lee’s con-
duct, it needs to be pointed out that he 
was ultimately vindicated in his approach 
to both the litigation and the costs order 
against him,” the Tribunal said.

“We accept that during the three to four 
years this litigation endured Mr Lee was 
frustrated that the matter was not able to 
be resolved in a much more straightforward 
manner.”

However, Mr Lee’s breach of the costs 
order was “a misguided attempt to skirt 
around the terms of that order”.

In its penalty decision, [2015] NZLCDT 
42, the Tribunal said: “Mr Lee, it is not for 
you as a legal practitioner and officer of 
the Court to second-guess an order of the 
Court. If you disagree with the order, the 
proper process is to appeal it or seek judi-
cial review. Failing either of those courses, 
you are obliged to comply with any order 
made against you and your first duty is to 
the Court. You breached that obligation in 
this instance.”

In addition to the censure and fine, the 
Tribunal ordered Mr Lee to pay the New 
Zealand Law Society costs of $5,535 and to 
reimburse hearing costs of $3,914.

Mr Lee is appealing the Tribunal’s deci-
sion.

Law and medicine
The University of Otago – Law and Medicine 
in New Zealand Symposium will be held at the 
university on 15 April.

The Otago University Law Faculty is hold-
ing a one-day round table featuring Professor 
Jonathan Herring, a leading scholar in medical 
law from the University of Oxford, and Professor 
Loane Skene a leading scholar in both medical 
and health law, from the University of Melbourne.

See http: / /www.lawfoundat ion.org.
nz/?p=5937&z=3&e=1.

ILANZ Conference
The 29th annual ILANZ Conference will be 
held at the Rutherford Hotel, Nelson, on 12 and 
13 May.

See http://ilanz.org/event-diary/ilanz-annual-
conference-2016.

Education law
The Australia and New Zealand Education Law 
Association (ANZLEA) Conference will be held 
in Auckland from 28 to 30 September.

The conference theme is Compliance, 
Creativity and Culture: balancing regulatory 
demands and educational values.

See http: / /www.lawfoundat ion.org.
nz/?p=5937&z=3&e=1.

Sports law conference
The 26th Australian and New Zealand Sports 
Law Association Conference will be held at Te 
Papa, Wellington from 12 to 14 October.

See http://anzsla.com/content/annual-
conference.

Coming up...

www.onelaw.co.nz 03 339 6202

“OneLaw made it very easy for us to change 
Practice Management System.”

Janice Hughes, 
Director & Co-Owner, Aspiring Law

Practice Management Systems 
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Comments concerning the suitability of any 
of the below-named applicants for the cer-
tificate or approval being sought should be 
made in writing to me by 17 March 2016. 
Any submissions should be given on the 
understanding that they may be disclosed 
to the candidate. The Registry is now 
advertising names of candidates for cer-
tificates of character, practising certificates 
and approvals to practise on own account 
on the NZLS website at www.lawsociety.
org.nz/for-lawyers/law-society-registry/
applications-for-approval.

— Christine Schofield, 
Acting Registry Manager

 christine.schofield@lawsociety.org.nz 
 04 463 2940  0800 22 30 30 
 04 463 2989

Law Society 
Registry

Admission
Under Part 3 of the Lawyers 
and Conveyancers Act 2006

Batten Rebecca Anne 
Hammonds Peat Sophora Grace
Moore Brittany Caroline 
Watson James Brownlee 

Approval to Practise 
on Own Account
Under s30 of the Lawyers and 
Conveyancers Act 2006

Bagshaw Lee James  
Dunn Kylie Marie  
Garmonsway Susan Jane  
Miller Ian Douglas  
Naidoo Josephine   
Nam Youngsoo   
Reid Catherine Jane (Nee Hewitt)
Rongo Eve Kahowaero  
Smith Richard Dale  
Van Schalkwyk Alistair  
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Finding a Will  
can be a long and 
tedious process.
Now there’s a better way,  
with the New Zealand Will Registry.

>  Law firms can register all client’s  
Wills for free.

>   Lawyers can search the registry  
to locate Wills.

>  You can easily message other lawyers 
using the registry to find a Will.

Register free at nzwillregistry.co.nz

kowhiri.co.nz
by

KW
0

0
0

1/
LT

/H
P/

0
0

1

If you want to change the address that your 
copy of LawTalk is sent to, you need to contact 
the New Zealand Law Society Registry.

The LawTalk address labels are generated 
from the Registry database. If you change your 
address with Registry, it automatically changes 
your LawTalk delivery address.

There is a form on the Law Society website 
to do this. It is at www.lawsociety.org.nz/for-
lawyers/change-your-details. You can contact 
Registry at registry@lawsociety.org.nz.

Changing your 
LawTalk delivery 
address
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Wills
Cherrington, 
Dorothy Margaret
Garthwaite, 
Susan Carole
Green, Atamira
Gregory, Bruce Craig
Kean, Neville William
Lindsay, Russell 
Alexander
Mann, Lynelle 
Raewyn
Matenga, Philip
Rimaha, Richard

Ruffell, Andrew John
Philips, Kenneth
Pidwell, David 
Gordon
Singh, Janeshwar
Tangimataiti, 
Ngatokorua
Walbaekken, 
Robyn Francis
Weston, Roger 
George
Yorke, Danniel 
Peter Temapanui

Philip Matenga
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Mangere, Auckland, who died 
on 28 November 2015 aged 48 years, please 
contact Amy chen, BT Law:

 admin@btlaw.co.nz
 09 278 5153  09 277 6925
  PO Box 200-025, Papatoetoe Central, 

Auckland 2156 
DX EP75001

Ngatokorua Tangimataiti
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of 145 Grampian Street, Tokoroa, 
Home Executive, who died at State Highway 
1, South of Tokoroa, please contact Hassall 
Gordon O’Connor & Newton:

 tok.law@xtra.co.nz
 07 886 6279  07 886 8231
  PO Box 76, Tokoroa 3444 

DX GA28501

Janeshwar Singh
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Auckland, Company Director, 
who died on 14 December 2015, please contact 
Davies Law:

 maree@davieslaw.co.nz
 09 529 1520  09 826 2671
  PO Box 113-010, Newmarket, Auckland

Danniel Peter Temapanui Yorke
Would any lawyer holding a will or testamentary 
disposition for the above named, late of 517 Patea 
Road, Patea, Taranaki, who died on 25 January 
2016, please contact Sarah Sinclair-Taikato, 
Thomson O’Neil & Co, Solicitors:

 sarah@thomsononeil.co.nz
 06 765 5299
  PO Box 20, Stratford 4352

Russell Alexander Lindsay
Would any lawyer holding a will for, or who 
assisted with the administration of the estate 
of the above named, late of 50 Bell Street, 
Wanganui, who died in Wanganui on 5 May 1992 
aged 50 years as a result of a motor vehicle 
accident, please contact Stephen Gulley, Moody 
& Gulley:

 reception@moodyandgulley.co.nz
 09 489 6876  09 486 6101
  PO Box 33051, Takapuna 0740 

DX BP66087

Lynelle Raewyn Mann
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, formerly Haskell, nee Hopkins, 
late of 22A Ardern Avenue, Stanmore Bay, 
Whangaparaoa who died on 15 December 
2015 aged 67 years, please contact John Cox, 
Blomkamp Cox:

 jcox@blomlaw.co.nz
 09 489 3188  09 486 4626
  PO Box 33 1600, Takapuna, Auckland 0740 

DX BP66073

Robyn Francis Walbaekken
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, aka Robyn Francis MacLennan and 
Robyn Francis Haereroa, born on 9 September 
1959, who died at Lower Hutt on 15 January 2016, 
please contact Simone Seddon, Collins & May:

 simone@collinsmay.co.nz
 04 576 1411  04 566 5776
  PO Box 30 614, Lower Hutt 5040

Andrew John Ruffell
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, previously of Hamilton and Auckland, 
Miner, please contact Emma Tomblin, Duncan 
Cotterill:

 emma.tomblin@duncancotterill.com
 03 379 2430
  PO Box 5, Christchurch 8140

Atamira Green
Would any lawyer particularly in the Wanganui 
area, holding a will for the above named, aka 
Te Atamira Whanaupani Green, aka Anne 
Green, formerly of Pitt Street, Wanganui, but 
recently of Okere House, 35 Treadwell Street, 
Wanganui, please contact Trevor Stevenson, 
Senior Trustee, Public Trust:

 trevor.stevenson@publictrust.co.nz
 06 965 6195  06 952 6390
  PO Box 1041, Palmerston North 4440 

DX PP82013
Roger George Weston
Would any lawyer holding a will or having any 
record of having held a will for the above named, 
late of 201 Queens Drive, Lyall Bay, Wellington, 
Customs Officer, who died on 21 November 2015 
aged 61 years, please contact John Pill La, 
Papageorgiou Law Office:

 john@papageorgioulaw.co.nz
 021 253 5622  04 974 4812
  PO Box 19224, Courtenay Place, Te Aro, 

Wellington 6141

Richard Rimaha
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Australia and Hamilton, New 
Zealand, Labourer, who died on 19 November 
2015, please contact John Norman, Potts and 
Hodgson:

 john@pottshodgson.co.nz
 07 315 6314  07 315 7737
  PO Box 444, Opotiki 3162

Neville William Kean
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of 272 Mangaroa Valley Road, RD1, IT 
Consultant/Business Analyst, born on 26 October 
1950, who died on or about 22 December 2015, 
please contact Jin Govind, Sievwrights Law:

 jin@sievwrights.co.nz
 04 473 7713  04 473 7717
  PO Box 1691, Wellington 6140

Bruce Craig Gregory
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of 97 Okahu Road, Kaitaia, Retired 
Medical Practitioner, who died at Kaitaia on 29 
October 2015, please contact David Shanahan, 
Lawyer:

 david@davidshanahan.co.nz
 09 430 0674  09 430 0758
  PO Box 1801, Whangarei 0140

Dorothy Margaret Cherrington
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Porirua, who died on 7 February 
2015, please contact Janine Merritt, Gault 
Bevan Law:

 janine@gaultbevan.com
 04 238 2351  04 238 2352
  PO Box 50796, Porirua 5240 

DX SP32518

Kenneth Philips
Would any lawyer acting in the estate of the 
above named, late of 28 Stanley Street, Te 
Aroha, who died on 25 March 2015 in Te Aroha 
Hospital, please contact Rodney Lewis, Rodney 
Lewis Law:

 rodney@rodneylewis.co.nz
 07 838 2810  07 838 2811
  PO Box 591, Waikato Mail Centre, 

Hamilton 3240 
DX GB22003

Susan Carole Garthwaite
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, aka Susan Carole Fergusson, late of 
Unit MD, 30 Allen Street, Te Aro, Wellington, 
Revenue Collector, who died on 23 January 
2016, please contact Reeves Lawyers Limited:

 graeme.reeves@xtra.co.nz
 04 472 1513  04 499 4419
  PO Box 7 Wellington 6140 

David Gordon Pidwell
Would any lawyer holding a will for the above 
named, late of Wanganui, Retired Shop Manager, 
who died on 25 May 2009, please contact Annette 
Gray, Buchanan Gray:

 annette@bucanangray.co.nz
 04 472 8269  04 472 8270
  PO Box 24057, Wellington 6142
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VACANCY

CROWN PROSECUTORS, HAMILTON

The Crown Solicitor at Hamilton has vacancies for Senior and 
Intermediate Crown Prosecutors.  

The positions involve the conduct of jury trials in the High and 
District Courts together with attendances in relation to other 
aspects of the litigation practice conducted on behalf of the Crown 
and other clients.  

The Hamilton warrant covers the area from Northern Waikato to 
the King Country and includes the Coromandel Peninsula with 
the consequence that a significant volume of cases at all levels of 
seriousness are undertaken.  

The proximity of Hamilton to Raglan, the Coromandel Peninsula, 
the beaches of the Western Bay of Plenty and the central North 
Island ski fields allows for a significant range of outdoor pursuits 
while living in a large city which is still affordable.  

In each case the terms of employment will be negotiated to reflect 
the experience and ability of the successful applicant.  

Applications accompanied by a CV should be addressed to:
Almao Douch  PO Box 19173, HAMILTON 3240  
or email asm@almaodouch.co.nz (Attention: R G Douch)

REFEREES, DISPUTES TRIBUNAL

There will shortly be a process for the appointment 
of Referees in the Hamilton Region.  Members of the 
public are invited to submit the names of persons 
who are considered suitable for appointment as 
Referee.

Nominations must be sent in writing or by email.  
They must contain the name, address, telephone 
number and email address of both the nominator 
and the person being nominated.  

Once a nomination has been received, the person 
who is nominated will be sent an application pack 
with details relating to the position and how to apply 
for it.

Nominations are to be made to the Principal Disputes 
Referee, Private Bag 32 001, Featherston Street, 
Wellington 6146, Ph: (04) 462 6695, or email:
Kelly-Lea.Brown@justice.govt.nz

Nominations must be received by this office no later 
than 12 noon on Thursday 31 March 2016.

LEGAL EXECUTIVE – CONTRACT

We are a general practice located in 
Newton Auckland.  We seek an experienced 
motivated Legal Executive for a 6 to 8 
month period to fill a position of one of our 
team who is on maternity leave.  We do not 
rule out the possibility that this could develop into a permanent 
role. Commencement as soon as possible.

We comprise a close-knit team of two lawyers and two legal 
executives.  We are a busy general practice involved in property, 
trusts, wills, estates, and general commercial work.  We occupy 
new modern premises close to Newmarket, train and bus routes.

Please forward your CV and contact details to Graeme Skeates - 
graeme@skeateslaw.co.nz.

We are a general practice located in Newton,  
Auckland, in well-appointed offices, a  
congenial team of lawyers and legal  
executives, wishing to employ a solicitor with  
at least 3 years PQE to join our expanding  
practice.  

Ideally you will have experience in commercial and residential 
property transactions, trusts, estates and the wide variety of work 
encountered in general practice, be able to work with minimal 
supervision, and desire to expand your experience and grow a 
client base.  

You may have a speciality area of law that you wish to develop and 
expand and/or a personal client following.  The future possibilities 
are not limited.  

Please email your CV and contact details to Graeme Skeates – 
graeme@skeateslaw.co.nz

skeates law
L I M I T E D

EXPERIENCED SOLICITOR REQUIRED 

Solicitor
General practice located in Stonefields, Auckland 
seeks a solicitor with a minimum of 3 years recent 
post qualification experience.  The position requires 
the ability to work autonomously.  

We are seeking an applicant with general legal 
experience though our preferred applicant would 
have relationship property and employment court 
experience.  

Please send your application to Lois Madden by 
email at lois.madden@lawler.co.nz

We are a general practice located in Newton,  
Auckland, in well-appointed offices, a  
congenial team of lawyers and legal  
executives, wishing to employ a solicitor with  
at least 3 years PQE to join our expanding  
practice.  

Ideally you will have experience in commercial and residential 
property transactions, trusts, estates and the wide variety of work 
encountered in general practice, be able to work with minimal 
supervision, and desire to expand your experience and grow a 
client base.  

You may have a speciality area of law that you wish to develop and 
expand and/or a personal client following.  The future possibilities 
are not limited.  

Please email your CV and contact details to Graeme Skeates – 
graeme@skeateslaw.co.nz

skeates law
L I M I T E D

EXPERIENCED SOLICITOR REQUIRED 

Advertise with us!
LAWTALK LAWPOINTSOUR WEBSITES

Advertising Co-ordinator

Christine Wilson

advertising@lawsociety.org.nz
04 463 2905
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W E L L I N G TO N  L E G A L 
PR AC T I C E  F O R  S A L E

An opportunity exists to purchase a well established legal 
practice in Wellington CBD. Sole practitioner wishes to 
retire and will negotiate transitional arrangements. Loyal 
customer base comprising small businesses and private 
individuals involved with property, business, family trusts, 
immigration, wills and estates. All enquiries to:

Confidential Advertiser 16-1
 advertising@lawsociety.org.nz 
  c/– NZ Law Society, PO Box 5041, Wellington 6145 

DX SP20202

Barrister’s Chambers Available
A newly refurbished room is available in Shortland 
Chambers. Option to include furniture and fittings.

For all confidential inquiries and to arrange an inspection 
please contact the Chambers Manager, Pamela Caldwell 
on 021 609 696 or email pcaldwell@shortlandchambers.

www.shortlandchambers.co.nz

Crown Law is committed to the principles of Equal Employment Opportunity

Crown Law provides legal advice and representation to the 
Government across a range of areas that affect all New Zealanders 
including matters relating to crime, tax and revenue collection, the 
Treaty of Waitangi, human rights, exercise of public powers and 
constitutional matters.  

This is an outstanding opportunity to serve the Crown in a busy, high 
performing Government department with an unparalleled breadth and 
variety of work. You will find professional challenges that you won’t 
find anywhere else. It is rewarding and challenging work that will see 
you making your mark as a senior leader. On top of that we offer an 
open and flexible work environment and unique career development 
opportunities.

We are looking to appoint a Deputy Chief Executive/Chief Operating 
Officer, reporting directly to the Solicitor-General. You will lead the 
Strategy and Corporate group, and, along with the Solicitor-General 

and other senior leaders, direct the strategic and operational focus 
for the office. This is a key leadership role and as such we are looking 
for an outstanding, experienced and visionary leader who leads, 
inspires, develops others, and communicates well to ensure the 
delivery of Crown Law’s strategic and operational goals. 

The role has a strong development focus and the incumbent will be a 
member of Crown Law’s senior leadership team and will work closely 
with the Solicitor-General and three Deputy Solicitor-Generals providing 
senior support to their demanding professional leadership roles.

For a copy of the position description please go to the careers 
section of our website at www.crownlaw.govt.nz. To apply, please 
email your covering letter, curriculum vitae and academic transcript 
to hr@crownlaw.govt.nz.

Applications close at 5pm on Friday 18 March 2016.

Deputy Chief Executive

AT THE HEART OF GOVERNMENT LEGAL MATTERS 

WANT TO HAVE IT ALL?  
Well, this is your opportunity! 

Ever sat back and thought that someday you would like to have that 
perfect job.  The job in a great location, the job with genuine work 
life balance, the job where you are a respected leading lawyer, 
the job where you stand out from the pack, a job where your work 
place has a great culture, a job were you are being remunerated 
fairly for your effort, a job where you can have an affordable 
property and still walk or bike to work. 

Hamish.Fletcher Lawyers is looking for a Commercial lawyer with 
over 5 to 10 years’ PQE, a lawyer that wants to succeed and become 
the leading Commercial Lawyer not only within our team but in the 
whole Nelson/Tasman region. We want someone who is ready to 
standout and be a leader in their profession and community. 

We will offer the right candidate a very competitive salary, a great 
working environment, challenging and interesting work and 
professional progression. We are a growing and modern law firm with 
a strong brand and reputation. This role is integral in the continuation 
of the firm’s growth and brand. 

If this sounds too good to be true, please don’t discount us, pick up 
the phone and call Hamish Fletcher 027 220 5122 (Partner) or  
Craig Treder 027 544 5019 (General Manager) for more 
information and a confidential discussion.  

We will provide the great working environment and the Nelson/
Tasman Region will provide a world class playground for your spare 
time.   

www.hflaw.co.nz
www.nelsonnz.com 
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Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Commercial Litigator
2-4 years’ PQE
Auckland
Become part of Simpson Grierson’s leading competition 
litigation team. You will assist clients involved in complex 
commercial litigation, regulatory investigations by the 
Commerce Commission and Financial Markets Authority, 
and mergers and acquisitions. Ideally you will have a 
commercial litigation background with experience in one or 
more of the:
• Commerce Act
• Fair Trading Act
• Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act
• Financial Markets Conduct Act

We are looking for an enthusiastic and confident lawyer with 
excellent academic grades and strong written and analytical 
skills. You will work closely with the two partners in the team 
and our major clients. This is an exceptional role that will 
enable you to build on your commercial litigation skills and 
develop particular expertise in competition, consumer and 
securities law.

Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Commercial Litigator
Wellington

Simpson Grierson is home to one of the country’s leading 
dispute resolution practices.

The Wellington litigation team is looking for a lawyer 
with 2-6 years’ PQE to work with two partners, and an 
experienced wider team.

Representing the firm’s significant corporate and public 
sector clients, the Wellington litigation team’s practice 
includes company, contract and commercial property 
disputes, financial markets regulation, securities 
enforcement and insolvency matters, judicial review and 
other public law proceedings, and large-scale energy and 
resource litigation.

The ideal lawyer will have impressive grades and have 
worked either in a large commercial law firm or a specialist 
litigation practice. They will be looking to work for a firm 
that takes a modern and commercial approach to dispute 
resolution and builds national teams with the ‘people power’ 
to deliver exceptional outcomes.

Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Senior Commercial  
Property Lawyer
Wellington
One of a few New Zealand law firms with a dedicated national 
property team across Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch,  
this leading team of property and construction experts is on the 
search for an outstanding lawyer at the Senior Solicitor or Senior 
Associate level.

The ideal lawyer will bring top end property and construction law 
experience with expertise in the negotiation and documentation 
of commercial property transactions. In particular, expertise in 
the development and negotiation of a range of land contracts, 
leasing across industrial and office sectors and development and 
construction contracts. 

Buddle Findlay’s Property team advises private and listed companies 
and property funds, utilities, multinationals, local and central 
government bodies, financiers, education institutes, Crown entities, 
developers and private investors.

This team is not over crowded and can offer you a wide range of 
excellent and interesting work in a friendly environment. It can also 
support your development across other complementary areas of 
practice that are of interest to you. 

Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Employment Lawyer
1-3 years’ PQE
Auckland

This first class litigation firm is in search of a lawyer with  
1-3 years’ PQE, preferably with employment law experience.

Working with large corporates, public sector and executive 
clients, this rapidly growing Employment Law team will 
expose you to a variety of employment related work ranging 
from advice around transmission of business activities 
through to litigation in the ERA and Employment Court. 

You will also have the opportunity to get involved in 
Meredith Connell’s criminal prosecution work and some  
civil litigation.

Meredith Connell is home to many of the country’s finest 
litigators. Join this contemporary litigation firm and enjoy 
being part of an energetic team that has a breadth and 
depth of knowledge that will enable you to achieve  
your aspirations. 

Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Resource Management Lawyer 
2-5 years’ PQE
Christchurch

Christchurch is currently at the hub of some of  
New Zealand’s most interesting RM issues. 

Cavell Leitch’s Resource Management team works closely 
with local government and private clients with respect to 
Environment Court appeals, planning issues, regulatory 
compliance, resource consent applications and waste and 
water issues. 

This experienced team is seeking a lawyer with resource 
management experience who wants to join a team that 
can provide advancement and development, regular client 
engagement and autonomy. In addition, there will also be 
opportunity to develop your Court advocacy and litigation 
skills and attend mediation. 

Cavell Leitch is well known for its excellent people culture,  
flexibility and work/life balance. Currently situated close to 
town, the firm will be relocating into its well positioned new 
premises in the near future.

Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Commercial Lawyer
Auckland
Are you looking to build your commercial law career in an exciting and 
innovative area? This may be the role for you. 

AJ Park’s commercial team focuses on technology and intellectual 
property transactions. Our clients include some of Australasia’s most 
innovative and successful companies, many of which have developed 
world-class brands and technologies. 

Our expertise covers a broad spectrum of corporate and commercial 
law including licensing, distribution and manufacturing agreements, ICT 
agreements, franchising, joint ventures and research collaborations.  
We help clients devise and refine their commercialisation strategies and 
work with them to turn their ideas into strategic, commercial assets.

We have an opportunity for a recent graduate or a lawyer with up to 
3 years’ corporate/commercial experience. Contract drafting skills and 
experience with technology and intellectual property matters would be an 
advantage. Candidates must have outstanding verbal and written skills. 

In this role you will work closely with a diverse range of clients, and 
alongside our patent, trade mark and litigation teams.

AJ Park has an enviable reputation as one of Australasia’s leading IP 
law firms and we are proud of our talented team of experts. We offer a 
supportive, friendly and personable environment and a workplace culture 
that encourages a healthy balance between work and personal life.

LEGAL COUNSEL

·  Broad and diverse role 

·  Senior level influence and responsibility

·  Auckland based

We have an exciting opportunity for a talented 

commercial lawyer to join the in-house legal team of 

this successful Australasian corporate with multiple 

business operations in Australia and New Zealand.

This is a stand-alone legal role within one of the 

business operations with responsibility for providing 

legal and commercial advice on a broad range 

of strategic and day to day matters. You will be 

a trusted advisor working across all levels of the 

business to support multi-site operations ensuring 

that key legal issues and risks are managed 

effectively. Reporting to the Group General 

Counsel this role will have significant autonomy 

and responsibility and work closely with the Chief 

Executive and senior management team. The scope 

of the legal work is broad and varied including 

contract management, governance, trade practices, 

litigation and disputes, IP, resource management 

and involvement in major projects and strategies. 

In addition, you will keep the business up to date 

with legal and regulatory changes, proactively 

deliver ongoing compliance training to the multi-site 

operation and manage external legal advisors when 

required.

To be successful in this role you will have 

approximately 8 - 12 years’ PQE with a background 

in corporate and commercial law. Candidates with 

previous experience delivering legal advice in an  

in-house environment and with “generalist” legal 

skills will be of strong interest.

This is a “hands-on”, highly accessible role in the 

business requiring superior communication skills 

and a practical solutions-focused approach. A key 

to success will be the ability to manage competing 

priorities in a flexible way and to deal capably and 

expeditiously with a diverse range of legal matters.

This is a first rate opportunity to lead the legal 

function for this significant business operation and to 

establish yourself as a valuable member of the team.

For a confidential discussion about this opportunity, please 

contact Jennifer Williams at Williams Legal Recruitment on 

09 446 6050 or email jw@williamslegalrecruitment.co.nz
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Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Commercial Litigator
2-4 years’ PQE
Auckland
Become part of Simpson Grierson’s leading competition 
litigation team. You will assist clients involved in complex 
commercial litigation, regulatory investigations by the 
Commerce Commission and Financial Markets Authority, 
and mergers and acquisitions. Ideally you will have a 
commercial litigation background with experience in one or 
more of the:
• Commerce Act
• Fair Trading Act
• Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act
• Financial Markets Conduct Act

We are looking for an enthusiastic and confident lawyer with 
excellent academic grades and strong written and analytical 
skills. You will work closely with the two partners in the team 
and our major clients. This is an exceptional role that will 
enable you to build on your commercial litigation skills and 
develop particular expertise in competition, consumer and 
securities law.

Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Commercial Litigator
Wellington

Simpson Grierson is home to one of the country’s leading 
dispute resolution practices.

The Wellington litigation team is looking for a lawyer 
with 2-6 years’ PQE to work with two partners, and an 
experienced wider team.

Representing the firm’s significant corporate and public 
sector clients, the Wellington litigation team’s practice 
includes company, contract and commercial property 
disputes, financial markets regulation, securities 
enforcement and insolvency matters, judicial review and 
other public law proceedings, and large-scale energy and 
resource litigation.

The ideal lawyer will have impressive grades and have 
worked either in a large commercial law firm or a specialist 
litigation practice. They will be looking to work for a firm 
that takes a modern and commercial approach to dispute 
resolution and builds national teams with the ‘people power’ 
to deliver exceptional outcomes.

Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Senior Commercial  
Property Lawyer
Wellington
One of a few New Zealand law firms with a dedicated national 
property team across Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch,  
this leading team of property and construction experts is on the 
search for an outstanding lawyer at the Senior Solicitor or Senior 
Associate level.

The ideal lawyer will bring top end property and construction law 
experience with expertise in the negotiation and documentation 
of commercial property transactions. In particular, expertise in 
the development and negotiation of a range of land contracts, 
leasing across industrial and office sectors and development and 
construction contracts. 

Buddle Findlay’s Property team advises private and listed companies 
and property funds, utilities, multinationals, local and central 
government bodies, financiers, education institutes, Crown entities, 
developers and private investors.

This team is not over crowded and can offer you a wide range of 
excellent and interesting work in a friendly environment. It can also 
support your development across other complementary areas of 
practice that are of interest to you. 

Please contact Jennifer Little for a confidential discussion at: 
Jennifer@jlrnz.com

 Your legal search and recruitment partner 
021 611 416 / www.jlrnz.com

Employment Lawyer
1-3 years’ PQE
Auckland

This first class litigation firm is in search of a lawyer with  
1-3 years’ PQE, preferably with employment law experience.

Working with large corporates, public sector and executive 
clients, this rapidly growing Employment Law team will 
expose you to a variety of employment related work ranging 
from advice around transmission of business activities 
through to litigation in the ERA and Employment Court. 

You will also have the opportunity to get involved in 
Meredith Connell’s criminal prosecution work and some  
civil litigation.

Meredith Connell is home to many of the country’s finest 
litigators. Join this contemporary litigation firm and enjoy 
being part of an energetic team that has a breadth and 
depth of knowledge that will enable you to achieve  
your aspirations. 
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